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SUMMARY

G.A. Bartholomew

1.1 Nuclear Physics Research

MP Tandem Operation

New equipment installed during the period includes

a 60-foil stripper following the terminal stripper to increase

the energy range of useable heavy ion beams and an rf chopper

to improve the beam pulsing capability. Interruptions for

installation of this equipment and a recurring failure of the

ion-source de-ionized water supply pump were the major causes

of machine down time.

Experiments running

Scheduled shutdowns

Unscheduled shutdowns

Eighteen experiments were performed involving CRNL

and 10 visiting scientists. The visiting scientists were

involved in experiments occupying 77% of the beam time and

their participation averaged 27%.

Research Activities

A 3.76 rn, J11 = 12~, isomer in ° TS, has been observed

using the 204Hg(7Li,an)206T£ reaction at E L i = 36 MeV. The

isomer decays mainly by E5 gamma radiation and by two other M4

branches. The 12~ •* 7+ E5 transition determines the proton

effective charge for E5 transitions to be 2.05, comparable to

the effective charge for E2 transitions in proton orbits in

1068.9

539.1

695.0
2303.0

hours
hours

hours
hours

46.4%
23.4%

30.2%
100.0%
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Resonances with an experimental widtJ"- of

1 keV FWHff have been resolved in high resolution studies.

This corresponds, in one case, to =- terminal voltage

stability of <365 volts FWHM at 3 MV.

A correlation betwee.i the average angular momentum

brought into the compound nucleus during a heavy ion reaction

and the mean multiplicity of de-excitation gamma rays has been

found for projectile-target combinations such as 0 + Nd

and 3^S + l^Te. These experiments establish limits of angular

momentum in heavy ion fusion reactions.

The feasibility of measuring heavy-ion induced fission

lifetimes by comparison with atomic K-vacancy lifetimes is being

studied. From preliminary tests it appears the method may have

considerable potential.

Measurements of neutron capture followed by double

photon emission have been extended to 0 capture and a

limit to the cross section determined. Theoretical predictions

of doubly radiative capture cross sections have been extended

to 2H, 3He, l 60, and 208pb capture.

Measurements of the average number of neutrons
o o o

emitted per fission following Dhoto-absorption in U are
in progress.

This laboratory along with some 30 others has
139

participated in an international comparison of Ce activity
determinations sponsored by the Bureau international des Pbids
et Mesures.

1.2 Accelerator and Applied Physics

Research Applications

A new accelerating column has been designed to

improve the current capability of the Fast Intense Neutron

Source; construction is well advanced. Other improvements

have been made to increase reliability.

*FWHM - full/width at half maximum
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The Heavy Ion Superconducting cyclotron modelling

program included the following developments:

- Structural steel for the building extension

to house the nodel during test is erected.

- Attempts to facilitate beam extraction have led

to increased hill and skirt diameters and a return

to non-magnetic material in the cryostat wall design.

- Isochronism and extraction calculations have been

redone for the new pole geometry.

- A new field optimization routine is being developed

that improves the betatron frequencies while

maintaining isochronism at an acceptable level.

- Delivery of the superconductor for the main coil

is now scheduled for late July.

- A test coil pancake has been wound.

- The reference model computer-aided control system

has been selected.

Nuclear Power Applications

Improvements to the emittance of the ion source of

the High Current Test Facility are being studied on the ion

source test stand. An improved design of the accelerating

column is under consideration. Low-power operation of the

400 kW rf amplifier for the Alvarez section indicated good

performance. All drift tubes are now installed and vacuum

checked.

Preparation for operation with two tanks of the

Electron Test Accelerator continues. Further studies of phase

shift effects in klystrons have been made. Beam-loading phase

tilts in the first accelerating tank have been measured. The

second new 100 kW klystron failed a second time during

acceptance tests.
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In the fertile-to-fissile conversion experiments

at TRIUMF neutron leakage measurements have been made on a

10 cm diameter lead cylinder using protons of 350 and 500 MeV.

Similar measurements have been made on a 7-cylinder array of

4.2 cm diameter thorium rods at 480 MeV.

Bench mark-type neutronic calculations for a fusion

reactor blanket are continuing.

1. 3 Solid State Physics

Measurements and analysis of neutron scattering

from nonsuperfluid He are continuing. The results are being

used to test the validity of hydrodynamic and memory-function

theories of liquids.

A model of the structural damage produced by ultra-

violet irradiation of the nucleic acid base 1-methylthymine

has been compared with the neutron diffraction results and

found to give good agreement.

Studies of neutron inelastic scattering by various

magnetic systems have continued. One significant result is

the direct determination of exchange constants between magnetic

ions in small isolated clusters with an accuracy which is

significantly higher than that usually obtained in the commonly

used technique of electron paramagnetic resonance.

Detailed analysis of positron-annihilation angular-

correlation results have led to the conclusion that "self-

trapped" positrons in cadmium are localized over several

atomic volumes.

The dynamical structure factor for liquid He has

been calculated in the random-phase approximation.

1.4 Detectors

Crystals of cadmium telluride have been grown with

different techniques. Their electrical characteristics are

being measured in order to assess their suitability as

radiation detectors.
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Good performance has been achieved in tests of

the focal-plane counter system for the QD3 spectrometer.

1.5 Applied Mathematics and Computation

A program applicable to calculations of the rate

of diffusion of hydrogen toward a hybride platelet at the

head of a crack has been written.

A data storage and retrieval system was devised,

and programs to perform statistical tests were written, to aid

in the search for correlations between physical and chemical

properties of the Zr-Nb pressure tubes in Pickering 3 and 4

and the failure or non-failure of the tubes after a period

of reactor operation.

An analysis of standing acoustic waves in the G-l

primary steam system was undertaken; calculations of the

resonant frequencies of the two most important modes agree

reasonably well with observations. The analysis will be

extended to predict the effect on the system of the addition

of the steam supply lines to the La Prade heavy water plant.

Work continued on several aspects of the numerical

solution of differential equations. One study of particular

interest - the use of a form of the Hindmarsh-Gear algorithm

in the reactor code LATREP - has been undertaken in collabora-

tion with staff of Applied Mathematics Branch. Substantial

reduction in the computing time required for the integration

appears possible.

An assessment of existing routines for evaluating

definite integrals has been undertaken, and a set of sub-

routines with standardized calling sequences all using adaptive

integration methods is being developed.

Programs and subroutines developed or modified during

the quarter include:
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- a set of programs for editing, storing and subsequently

tabulating and/or plotting data accumulated by the Glace

Bay data logging system,

- specialized versions of the routines for calculating

angular momentum re-coupling coefficients,

- an improved version of the neutron spectrometer control

program L3MODES with simplified and more flexible data input

conventions,

- an improved version of a program for the analysis of stress

relaxation data, incorporating a cubic spline smoothing

method for the differentiation of the numerical data,

- a subroutine to support calls to primitive Calcomp routines

by the standard CRNL PLOT program.

During the quarter, a new version of CDC's FORTRAN

compiler was installed, after extensive testing and the

addition of some local modifications to maintain compatibility

with earlier versions. Minor improvements were made to the job

scheduler, and to the scheduling of work for the Calcomp

plotters. Additions were made to the command repertoire of

remote terminals, the system for providing access to 6600

permanent files from keyboard terminals was completed, and a

number of improvements to the editing system prepared.

A library of magnetic tapes which may be borrowed

from the Computing Centre has been established in order to

make more efficient use of CRNL's inventory of tapes, and to

provide more opportunities for the Computing Centre to clean

and test tapes and then minimize avoidable tape errors.

The total workload of 78,552 jobs for the 6600 computer

during the quarter was distributed as follows:
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Percentage of Percentage of
Number of Jobs Total Utilization

9.46

0.00

21.09

11.71

0.21

0.49

0.00

6.35

1.26

16.21

Electronics, Instrument n so 0 Ofi
and Control

Advanced Projects & , . p, , . ,Q

Reactor Physics i^H-L i4-by

Fuels & Materials 15.39 11.49

Administration 1.08 0.23

Medical 0.55 0.06

Finance 2.35 1.34

Operations 4.36 3.14

Maintenance & Construction 0.00 0.00

General Services 0.23 0.06

Plant Design 1.08 0.20

Special Projects 2.90 1.96

Others 0.04 0.00

Computing Centre

Commercial Products

Power Projects

WNRE

Contracts

Technical Information &
University Relations

Office of

Biology &

Chemistry

Physics

Vice-President

Health Physics

& Materials

22.15

0.04

12.49

3.54

0.36

X. £3

0.00

4.66

3.45

8.79
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2. 1 Staff

Branch Head: J.C.D. Milton

Acting Branch Head: T.K. A1exander

Professional Staff Technical Staff
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J.C.D. Milton (1)
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G.C.
J. R.
W.G.

T.
A. J.
J. S.
J.C.

0.
K.P.
A.B.

W.
D.

Alexander
Ball
Beene (2)
Davies
Faestermann (2)
Ferguson (3)
Forster
Hardy
Hausser
Jackson (4)
McDonald
McLatcnie (5)
Ward

SECTION Z.I E

R.L.
H.R.
J.S.

Graham
Andrews
Geiger (7)

Beta Ray Group

J.A.
N.C.
P.L.
L.H.
J.L.
J. J.
R.E.

A. S . C .
J.P.D.

A.R.
F. J.
R.A.
R.B.
E.C.
M.N.
D. J.

W.L.
L.V.
R.B.

Barsczewski
Bray
Brown
Bucholtz
Gallant
Hill
Howard
Hyde
0'Dacre
Rutledge
Sharp
Surette
Tomlinson
Waito
Wightnan(6)
Yaraskavitch

Perry
Smith
Walker

SECTION III Radioisotope Standardization Group

J.G.V. Taylor (8) F.H. Gibson
J.S. Merritt (9)

Summer Visitors

J. Atkins (10)
K.P. Hamilton di;

Laboratory Services and Workshop

G.M. Boire C. Johnson
M. Desrochers K.T. McKee

Secretarial Staff

J.R.H. Bowes
S.M. Carlos
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(1) On leave of absence for a period of one year at
Bruyeres-le-Chatel, France.

(2) NRC postdoctoral fellow.

(3) Sumrae1" visitor at Niels Bohr Institute.

(4) Visiting research associate from University of Toronto.

(5) Vis ig professor from Queen's University.

(6) Student, rrom the University of Waterloo; left 27 April.

(7) On leave of absence for a period of one year at the
University of Rochester.

(8) Transferred to Neutron and Solid State Physics Branch
on 25 May 1976

(9) Section head as of 25 May 1976.

(10) Student from University of British Columbia, arrived
3 May.

(11) Student from Queen's University, arrived 26 April.
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2.2 High Resolution Resonance Studies

A,B. McDonald, K.P. Jackson, W.E. Kieser (University of
Toronto), R.E. Azuma (University of Toronto), W.L. McLatchie,
H.B. Mak (Queen's University) and P.G. Ikossi (McMaster Uni-
versity)

Excitation functions have been obtained for the
4He(1 N,4He)14N reaction in the region of the 6241 and

186243 keV levels of F. These levels have been previously

identified in the O(p,y)/ ' O(p,a) and N(a,Y) reactions

and are believed to be highly isospin mixed J = 3 levels.

The present experiment used the excellent energy
4

resolution of the MP tandem and a differentially pumped He

gas target to completely resolve these two levels and provide

information which should uniquely define the J values. The
4

target consisted of 6 cm of He at 6.67 Pa (0.05 Torr) and
was viewed by detectors at laboratory angles of 55 , 35 and
0°. The 0° detector viewed the elastically scattered He

14
ions through a 0.13 mm Al foil which stopped the N beam.

14 2+The Rutherford scattering of the 8.3 MeV N beam from a

2% admixture of Kr was used to normalize the data. A full

width at half maximum (FWHM) of 4.5 keV (1.0 keV in the centre

of mass) was observed for each resonance. Analysis of the

excitation functions is in progress.

As a test of the energy resolution of the tandem

accelerator, an excitation function was obtained for the
28 285834 keV resonance in the Si(p,p) Si reaction, corresponding

to the 8.382 MeV, T = 3/2 level of 29P (V = 360 ± 50 eV). A

FWHM of 1 keV was observed for this resonance. After cor-

rection for target thickness, energy straggle and Doppler

broadening effects, the contribution from beam energy resol-

ution was estimated to be about 650 eV FWHM. This corresponds

to a terminal voltage stability of < 365 volts FWHM at 3 MV.

The resolution is significantly better than the FWHM

allowed geometrically by the slit openings at the object and
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image points of the analyzing magnet ('̂  2 x 10 ) and

indicates the excellent terminal stability produced by the

Pelletron charging system. Further high resolution studies

of T = 2 and T = 3/2 levels are planned.

282.3 Coulomb Excitation of Si Projectiles

G.C. Ball, 0. Hiiusser, J.R. Beene, W.G.. Davies and W. McLatchie

We have investigated the feasibility of using the QD

spectrometer to measure static quadrupole moments from the

reorientation effect in the Coulomb excitation of heavy ion
28projectiles. A 105 MeV Si beam was used to bombard a ^ 50

2 20 8pg/cm Pb target evaporated on a thin carbon backing. Elastic
2 8 1 2+

and inelastically scattered Si ions were analyzed with the

QD spectrometer operating at a solid angle of 10 msr. Energy

spectra were obtained at 6 7 , 90 and 130 using the new heavy
+ 28

ion counter. In all cases the 1,779 MeV 2 level of Si was

cleanly resolved from the strong elastic peak. The static quad-

rupole moment of this level determined from a preliminary

analysis of the data is in good agreement with previous measure-

ments .

2.4 Lifetime of the 2.209 MeV, 2 + Level in 3°S Using the
3He( 8Si,ny) °S Reaction

J.S. Forster, G.C. Ball, C. Broude (Queen's University),
W.G. Davies, W. McLatchie, I.V. Mitchell (Solid State Science
Branch) and D. Ward

The inverse reaction He( Si,nv) S and the Doppler

shift attenuation method have been used to measure the mean
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lifetime of the 2.209 MeV, first excited stats of " S. A

150 nA beam of 50 MeV Si ions bombarded a 0.00254 mm

thick foil of Ni which had been implanted with He ions to a

concentration of ^ 6 x 10 atoms/cm . An 11.4 cm diamete

by 12.7 cm long NE213 liquid scintillator at 0° to the beam

direction was used to detect reaction neutrons. Gamma-rays

in singles and in coincidence with neutrons were detected in

a 15% efficient Ge(Li) detector situated at 55° to the beam

direction.

In addition to S, lifetime measurements were also
27made for the low lying levels of Si. The Ni foil was thick

enough to stop the beam and heavy ion recoils but thin enough

to allow light charged particles to pass through and be de-

tected in a AE-E telescope consisting of two surface barrier

detectors situated at 0° (see PR-P-103: 2.6, AECL-4931 for
27

further details). Gamma rays from Si were detected in coin-

cidence with the alpha particles produced in the He( Si, Hey) Si

reaction allowing measurement of the mean lifetimes of levels in
27Si.

Analysis of the data is in progress.

422.5 A Search for an Isomeric 0 Level in Sc

K.P. Jackson, R.E. Azuma {University of Toronto) and
T. Faestermann

As part of a search for an isomerac 0 -» 0 transi-

tion (PR-P-107: 2.5), we have investigated the possibility
42that there exists a long-lived 0 level in Sc, populated

42 42 2
in the Ca(p,n) Sc reaction. The target, 2.6 mg/cm thick

42and enriched to 94% in Ca, was bombarded with protons at
energies of 8.0 and 8.5 MeV. The resulting positron- and

gamma-activities were examined in the same manner used in

the similar investigation of 46V (PR-P-107: 2.6, AECL-5256).
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As in the case of V there is no indication of the

existence of a long-lived state with decay properties con-

sistent with a 0 assignment. The results of these two

searches *r-o being prepared for publication.

2.6 The T = 1/2 Series of Beta-Delayed Proton Precursors

T. Faestermann, J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing (Neutron & Solid
State Physics Branch), K.P. Jackson, H.R. Andrews and
R.L. Graham

Additional information concerning the decay of the

beta-delayed proton precursor Sr (T ,„ = 8.9 ± 0.4 s; PR-P-
' 40 40 77

108; 2.8, AECL-5315) has been gathered, using the Ca( Ca,2pn) Sr
reaction at 125 MeV. The total energy available for electron-
capture decay and subsequent proton emission has been deter-
mined (£>„„ - B = 4.25 ± 0.20 MeV) from the proton spectrum

EC p

in coincidence with annihilation radiation (PR-P-109: 2.6,

AECL-5508). From the total proton decay a large fraction,

(39 ± 6)%, was found to feed the first excited 2 state in
~i c "7*7

Kr, and this restricts the ground-state spin of Sr to values>. 5/2.

40
After the bombardment of Ni and Zn with 14 7 MeV

Ca we observed new proton activities with half-lives of

60 ± 20 s and 9 ± 4 s respectively. For the first of these

activities the coincident X-rays suggest that the precursor

is Pd, produced in the Ni( Ca,a3n) Pd reaction.

94 93The g-factors of Microsecond Isomers in Ru and Tc Using

Pulsed Heavy Ion Beams

O. Hausser, D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, T. Faestermann and
C. Broude (Queen's University)

The feasibility of populating high spin isomers in

N = 50 nuclei with heavy ion induced reactions has been shown
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recently (PR-P-109: 2.8, AECL-5508). We have exploited the

large range of the evaporation recoils to stop the isomeric

nuclei in host materials suitable for PAC studies (i.e. lead
+ 94and liquid mercury) . The 71 JJS 8 state in Ru and the

10.5 ps 17/2" state in 93Tc were populated by the 63Cu{35C1,2p2n)

and the Cu(~ S,2p2n) reactions respectively. Initially usinn

the new slow beam pulsing system (PR-P-109:2.24, AECL-5508)

and weak magnetic fields (1.5 mT (15-60 G) ) large

anisotropies were observed over several 100 us intervals

when Pb and Hg hosts were used, and approximate g-factors were

obtained. Subsequently, precision measurements at high fields

with the stroboscopic method yielded the following preliminary
94 94

g-factors: g( Ru, Pb host) = 1.3913 ± 0.0012, g( Ru, Hg host) =

1.3896 ± 0.0012; g(93Tc, Hg host) = 1.233 + 0.003. All values

quoted are uncorrected for diamagnetism and Knight shift. The
94small shirt retween the two Ru values can be interpreted as a

small difference in the Knight shifts for Ru(Pb) and Ru(Hg).
93 :

The Tc g-factor is significantly smaller than the

value g(17/2~) ^ 1.30 calculated for a pure (g^. )8+(P1/2)

proton configuration and indicates substantial configurationmixing.
isomer is predominantly a (gQ/0) proton

+ 90 '

hole state. The series of 8 isomers from Zr towards doubly

magic Sn should allow a study of the buildup of core polari-

zation. This is unlike the previously studied blocking of

core polarization in (hQ/_) proton states of translead nuclei.
95 96For this purpose isomeric states in Rh and Pd will have to90 +be identified and the roughly known g-factors of Zr(8 ) and

92 +
Mo(8 ) isomers will have to be determined more precisely.

2.8 High Spin States Following (HI,evap) Reaction

D. Ward, 0. Hausser, H.R. Andrews, J.R. Beene, R.L. Graham,
R.B. Walker and B. Herskind (Niels Bohr Institute)

We have performed a survey of (HI,evap) reactions
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where at least one alpha particle is evaporated following fusion.

It is expected that the very highest H-values in the fusion

channel may preferentially lead to single or double alpha emis-

sion (M.L. Halbert et al., Nucl. Phys. A259 (1976) 496]. The

fusion reactions surveyed were: Zn + 0 at 70-90 MeV, Nd
o "2 Q ft "3 2 Q R 3 S

+ S at 156-165 MeV, Mo + ,<3 at 144-165 MeV, and Mo + Cl

at 136-156 MeV.

The gas scintillation detection described in PR-P-109:

2.22, AECL-5508 was used to detect evaporated alphas. The

target was placed at the centre of the detector. The gas

volume of the detector was optically divided into two by a

baffle so that each photomultiplier detected light only

from one half of the gas. The measured efficiency for detection

of alpha particles was about 23% of the sphere for each half

of the detector. Therefore the probability of detecting an

event with two alpha particles was about 5%. Gamma rays were

detected in two Ge(Li) counters placed at 0 and 90 to the

beam direction. Singles gamma spectra and spectra in coincidence

with either 1 or 2 alpha events were recorded. In some cases

we also observed Y~Y~a coincidences.

The gamma spectra recorded in singles had very poor

peak to background ratios because at the high bombarding

energies (necessary to bring in high angular momentum) there

were many competing decay channels. Specifying one alpha

particle improved matters considerably however the evaporation

channel was still highly fragmented. For example for S + Mo

at 156 MeV we observed ground band gamma ray cascades in the

following decay channels (a,2n), <a,4n), (a,2p,2n), and(2a,2n).

Because of the poor peak to background ratios it was

not possible to assess whether selection of the alpha channel

had led to any significant increase in the high spin state

population. Certainly it appears that the method does not give

any readily obtainable advantage in the spectroscopy of high

spin states.
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2.9 Angular Momentum Distributions in Heavy-Ion Induced Fusion

Reactions

J.R. Beene, 0. Hausser, B. Herskind (Niels Bohr Institute),
H.R. Andrews, C. Broude (Queen's University), A.J. Ferguson,
M.A. Lone (Neutron and Solid State Physics Branch) and J.
Atkins

Further analysis has been completed in our study of

fusion reactions (PR-P-107:2.10, AECL-5296; PR-P-108: 2.11,

AECL-5315). Absolute cross sections for complete fusion

reactions have been obtained and multiplicity distributions

have been deduced from data taken with the reactions O + Nd

and S + Te at a variety of bombarding energies. Similar

results for 16O + 150Nd and 18O + 148Nd have been reported

previously (PR-P-108: 2.11, AECL-5315).

The variation of the cross sections as a function of

energy is well reproduced by calculations using the semi-

classical Bass potential (Nuci. Phys. A231 (1974) 45). The

absolute agreement between the calculated and measured fusion

cross sections is very good for all the oxygen-induced reactions

up to a bombarding energy of ^ 115 MeV where the measured cross

sections are ^ 15% smaller. The fusion cross sections in the

S + Te reaction are underestimated by the Bass model

(using Bass' values for the potential parameters) at all energies

studied by up to ^ 20%.

The cross-section measurements allow one to extract

the angular momentum brought into the compound nucleus by the

reaction. The mean multiplicity <M> of de-excitation gamma

rays has been found, in all four beam-target combinations

studied, to be related to the mean angular momentum input

<H> by

<M> ^ <l>/2 + 4

The relationship between <M> and <£> has been investigated
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for values of <£> from ^ 10 to % 40 U ^ 15 to 60}. These

results indicate that as the angular momentum brought in by

the reaction is increased it is carried away by stretched

quadrupole gamma radiation. In addition it appears that the

number of statistical gamma transitions (which carry away, on

the average, no net angular momentum) remains constant as

the excitation energy and <£> are increased.

Analysis of further aspects of the data such as con-

tinuum gamma ray angular distributions and energy distributions

is continuing.

!.10 Fission Yields from the Bombardment of 1 8 2 f 1 8 3' 1 8 4 / I 8 6W with
16O Ions

J.S. Forster, D. Ward and I.V. Mitchell (Solid State Science
Branch)

As an aid in interpreting lifetime measurements of

compound nuclei preceding fission by the crystal blocking

technique (PR-P-109: 2.17, AECL-5508, PR-P-105: 2.11, AECL-

5121 and PR-P-103: 2.11, AECL-4931) using thin single crystals

of tungsten, we have measured angular distributions and excita-
182 18 3 184

tion functions for fission produced by bombarding ' ' '

W isotopes with 0 ions. Measurements were made at 90,

94, 97, 102 and 108 MeV 16O energy by bombarding thin (100-
2 2

200 Ug/cm ) isotopically pure (90-98%) foils of WO3 on 30 yg/cm

thick Al backings.

Three counter telescopes consisting of thin (̂  20-40 pm)

AE and thick (̂  500 Mn)E silicon surface barrier detectors

were placed at 100°, 130° and 170° to the beam direction (the

same angles as were used in the blocking lifetime measurements).

Fission fragments were completely stopped in the front, AE

detector; the E detector was used to discriminate against

elastically scattered O ions and light reaction products.

For the W + 0 system at 97 MeV bombarding energy,
a full angular distribution of fission fragments was measured

from 30° to 170 in 10° steps; this provided a measurement of

the total fission cross section, af. Assuming similarly shaped
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16
angular distributions for all 0 + W systems at all of our

energies allows us to calculate a_ for all of our measurements.

This was done by averaging a_ values obtained for the three

angles (100°, 130° and 170°) for each energy and isotope. The

results for a are shown in Table 2.10.1.
1 p o "I /:

Previous measurements for W + O have been made

by Sikkeland (T. Sikkeland, Phys. Rev. (1964) B669). His

= 89.6,measured values of or = 102, 186 and 371 mb at E.,
0

93.4 and 99-0 MeV respectively are in good agreement with the

present results of 101, 178 and 315 mb obtained by interpolation

of our W + O data (and a short extrapolation for the 89.6

MeV point).

184
A partial angular distribution of O elastic scattering

184

from W was also measured at 97 MeV. Using the Fresnel scat-

tering model (e.g. J.R. Birkelund et al. , Phys. Rev. Cl_3_ (1976)

133) the maximum angular momentum, I , and the reaction cross

section, a , can be easily determined from a measurement of
hi.

9, ,., the angle at which a -,/oR . h = 0.25. For our case,
6, ,. (lab) = 87.5 giving values of I - 39 "fc and on = 0.8 barns.A./ rr max x\

Table 2.10.1

Fission Cross sections, as a Function

of Energy for O +
182,183,184,186

' ' ' W

£ (MeV)
1 60

90

94

97

102

108

1 8 2w

112

196

274

388

516

af (mb)

1 8 3 W

96

160

235

363

501

1 8 4w

71

133

1S8

294

460

1 8 6W

40

96

134

215

350
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2.11 A 3.76 m 12~ Two-hole Isomer in Tl

0. Hausser, J.R. Beene, T. Faestermann, A.B. McDonald and
T.K. Alexander

We have continued previous studies of Tl (PR-P-108:

2.12, AECI.-5315; PR-P-109: 2.12, AECL-5508) to further examine

the residual interaction of proton-neutron holes and to deter-

mine basic electromagnetic properties of proton hole orbitals.

Analysis of y-y-tirne coincidence data for the previously ob-

served 5 and 7 isomeric states had shown that these states

were weakly populated by a long-lived isomer (T.. .„ >> 1 us).

Theoretical calculations by Kuo and Herling (NRL-

report No. 2258, 1971) predict that the 12~ member of the (""h"*

vi . ) multiplet is strongly pushed down in energy by the

residual nucleon-nucleon interaction and that it can only

decay by gamma rays of high multipolarity, A >_ 4. A very

long half-life for the 12 state may then be expected.

We have identified this 12 isomer at 2643 keV in
206Tl using the 204Hg(7Li,cm)206Tl reaction at ET. = 36 MeV.

The excitation energy is % 190 keV lower than predicted in

KH. The deviation seems to indicate a general shortcoming of

the KH interaction since the (irhvi) particle interaction in
- 210

the 10 state of Bi is also too weak by ^ 290 keV.

The gamma decay of the isomer was studied with a large

volume Ge(Li) detector at a remote counting station. The iso-

mer has a half-life of T, ,2 = 3.76 + 0.04 m. It decays by gamma

rays of 1021.6 keV (E5, 75%), 564.2 keV (M4, 10%) and 316.8 keV

(M4, 15%). The absolute M4 transition probabilities are ex-

tremely well accounted for by a calculation in which the re-

quired M4 matrix elements are inferred from the experimental

half-lives for the i 1 1 / 9 state in Pb and the h,, ., state in
207 - ±J/'i 11/4

Tl. The 12 •+• 7"1" E5 transition is predominantly a proton

transition (h,../2 •* s',?) and determines the proton effective

charge for E5 transitions to be B (E5) = 2.05. This value

is comparable to the effective charge for E2 transitions in
tne proton orbits in Bi.
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A precise measurement of the g-factor of the rather

pure 12 isomer should allow the as yet unknown g-factor of

the h, 7 ,-> proton orbital to be deduced very accurately. The

very long half-life of the isomer might make possible an on-line

measurement by either nuclear orientation or by optical methods.

2.12 On the Possibility of Measuring Fission Lifetimes Against

Atomic K-vacancy Lifetimes

D. Ward, J.S. Forster and I.V. Mitchell (Solid State Science
Branch)

It has been pointed out that the timescales for heavy

ion induced fission, and for filling an atomic K-vacancy are

comparable, namely 10 s (e.g. J.C. Hardy, A.B. McDonald and

J.C.D. Milton, AECL-4596 (CRNL-714) 1972. Formation of the com-

pound nucleus corresponds to a zero impact parameter process

for target K-shell ionization; scaling laws permit estimates

to be made of this ionization probability (J.U. Andersen

et al., Nucl. Inst. & Meth. 132 (1976) 507). A measurement of

the absolute intensity of K X-ray emission from the compound

nuclear system then sets an upper limit on the fraction of

compound nuclei surviving beyond the T, the lifetime of the

associated K vacancy. Such experiments could provide comple-

mentary information to crystal blocking measurements where

lifetimes ranging from 0.2 - 30 x 10 s have been observed.
— 2 16

We have bombarded a 2 mg-cm Au foil with O ions

at 97 meV. Fission fragments were detected in an annular silicon

detector positioned at 180° and subtending an angular range 150°

to 165 . Photons were detected in coincidence using a planar

Ge(Li) detector with a resolution of ^ 1 keV at 100 keV energy.

In a five hour experiment about 10 fission events were recorded.

The rate of photon-fragment coincidences was unfortunately very

high because of the high multiplicity of prompt gamma-radiation

accompanying heavy ion induced fission. K X-rays characteristic

of the compound nucleus (Fr) were not observed and an upper limit
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on their probability was set at less than 0.001 per fission

event.

The lifetime for a K-vacancy in Fr is known to be

0.8 x 10 s (G.T. Ewan and R.L. Graham, a,6-y Spectroscopy

(1965) Vol. 2, p. 971). The probability that a K-v cancy would

be formed in the initial atomic collision is estimated to be

"<• 0.0 02; however this is uncertain to a factor of two. The

failure to observe for X-rays in this experiment is therefore

consistent with the estimated K-vacancy production, provided

most of the Fr-nuclei fission on a time scale shorter than

0.8 x io"1 's.

By lowering the bombarding energy below the Coulomb

barrier the present experimental set-up can also be used for

measuring the K-vacancy probability at "zero impact parameter".

We found that at 75 MeV O energy the probability for exciting
19 7K X-rays in Au in coincidence with back-scattered ions was

3.6 8% + 0.4%. Most of this was attributable to K-conversion

processes following Coulomb excitation in the nucleus. From

the known transition probabilities and conversion coefficients
19 7

in Au we calculate that these processes correspond to a K

X-ray probability of 3.64% ± 0.4%. A much better exparimental

number could be obtained by bombarding more suitable targets

such as Pb or Bi where there are no low lying collective states.

In conclusion we find that the method has considerable

potential; the largest uncertainty at present being the pro-

bability for K-vacancy production at zero impact parameter.

However, simple experiments to measure this in nearby atomic

systems should be feasible.

2.13 Progress on the QD Focal Plane Counter System

G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies, J.J. Hill, F.J. Sharp,
D.J. Yaraskavitch, J.S. Forster and W. McLatchie

Further testing of the two-module (70 cm long) back
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Charpak counter has been carried out with lower ionizing

particles. In particular the counter was used to detect 8 MeV

protons scattered from a thin Au foil and 15-17 MeV deuterons

from the 48Ti (3He,d) reaction. Adequate gains were achieved

using a 90% Ar, 10% CO2 gas mixture and by operating the

counter at voltages of 3500 and 3700 V, respectively. The

results were as follows: counter efficiency > 95%, position

resolution ^ 1 mm, and energy resolution of the AE signal

comparable to that predicted by energy straggling calculations.

T.ie Charpak address computer has been modified to

detect overlap events directly. This change has greatly

simplified the counter logic boards and subsequently reduced

the cross talk on the front counter modules to an acceptable

level. Thorough testing of a 704 wire front counter will

commence shortly.

2.14 Improvements to the Ortec Beam Pulsing System

R.E. Howard, 0. Hausser, A.B. McDonald and T.K. Alexander

Typical transit times of heavy ions with A > 16 through

the deflectors of the beam pulsing system are comparable to

the basic repetition time of 400 ns. To extend the use of

the system to ions wi th A "̂  40 we are now using two retrace

deflectors of half the original length. Two new retrace

amplifiers have been built to supply deflection signals. One

of these signals is delayed to match the beam transit time

between the two deflector plates.

2.15 Target Preparation Laboratory

J.L. Gallant

Targets for Nuclear Physics

The following targets were prepared for Nuclear

Physics experiments carried out during this period: self-
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supporting 68Zn, 62Ni and 98Mo; 68Zn, 62Ni and 98Mo on bis-

mutn backings, Ni, Zn, natural chromium, ~" Fe, gallium,
92

a multi-layer lead lutetium target, Mo, sodium targets
2

2 yg/cm thick in the form of sodium chloride on thin carbon
2

films, natural silicon 2 \sg/cm thick, in the form of silicon
monoxide on thin carbon films. The following were also

•j p 9 "1 ft ̂ 1 fi 4 "IOC
prepared: W, W, W and W in the form of W03 on thin

aluminum backings, 42Ca, 46Ti, 48Ti, 1 0B, 207Pb, 208Pb and

thin aluminum targets.

Special targets of Z]

mercury and lead backings for g~factor measurements.

Special targets of Zn, Cu, and Cu were prepared on

Work for other branches and outside organizations

Fission targets were prepared for the Department of

Physics, McGill University. They consisted of 30 graphite

discs (0.13 mm thick) on which a film of U (as UO2),was

evaporated, and 30 graphite discs (0.13 mm thick) on which
2 233^ 1 mg/cm of U (as U09) was evaporated.

24

Large-area Mg targets were prepared for the Depart-

ment of Physics, University of Toronto. These are to be used

in electro-fission experiments.

A laser mirror was gold coated for Dr. K. Evans of

the Physical Chemistry Branch.

Gold was evaporated on polished graphite, silicon

and beryllium discs for Dr. D.C. Santry of the Solid State

Science Branch.

New Equipment

A stainless steel hydrogen reduction system has been

fabricated and is now used to reduce (safely) the stable iso-

topes of lead, iron, germanium, etc. from their oxides.

A small fixed-focus electron gun has been fabricated

for the reduction of the oxides of several expensive stable

isotopes using thorium and lanthanum.
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2.16 Electronics, Computers and Instrumentation

J.P.D. O'Dacre

MP Tandem

A precision beam current integrator based on the con-

version of current to a proportionate frequency which is then

counted is undergoing bench tests. Preliminary results

indicate a maximum non-linearity of 0.01 of full scale on any
-4 -9decade range between 10 and 10 A and a maximum error

between ranges of 0.1%. The preset charge car be selected

by switches (8 digits) on the front panel for automatic

starting and stopping controls that are compatible with

earlier units. The input circuitry is guarded and floating

to avoid ground current error and to allow biasing the input

to 500 volts.

The design of a charge balancing, generating voltmeter

has been completed and mechanical construction is underway.

Intended for use in the precision non-contact measurements of

terminals at high potential (hundreds of kilovolts to 15

megavolts), it is designed to overcome such problems as speed

variation of the rotating vanes and the non-linearity in

AC-DC converters associated with present devices.

This voltmeter works on the principle of counter-

balancing a charge induced on the sensing plate exposed to

the unknown source with one of opposite sign but known voltage.

A nulling amplifier is used to maintain the balance by

varying a precision supply which can be measured directly. The

result is scaled to produce a reading corresponding to that

of the unknown source.

2,17 MP Tandem Operation

T.K. Alexander

During the quarter two shutdowns were scheduled for

installations to the MP tandem accelerator. A new 60-foil

stripper was installed at the first dead section in the high-
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energy end of the accelerator i.e. at a voltage of three-quarters

of the terminal voltage (see Nucl. Instr, and Meth. 122 (1974)

287). This new facility provides useable beam currents of

heavy ions at higher energies than can be achieved with a

single terminal stripper. The terminal foil changer has

been modified to increase its capacity to 230 foils from

115 foils. Modifications to the pulsed-beam buncher facility

have been carried out (ree PR-P-110:2,14, AECL-5546) and an

rf chopper has been installed in the high-energy beam line

of the tandem. This required removing one high-energy

steerer which has been replaced by a magnetic steerer inside

the high-energy end of the tank.

The availability of the tandem beam in the past quarter

is shown in Table 2.17.1. The main sources of unscheduled

down time were: failure of the ion source inflection magnet

power supply and recurring failure of the ion-source de-ionized

water supply pump.

Table 2.17.1

Beam available

Scheduled shutdown

Unscheduled shutdown

hours

1068.9

539.1

695.0

2303.0

%

46.4

23.4

30,2

100.0

During the quarter, 18 experiments were performed in-

volving CRNL and 10 visiting scientists. Non-CRNL scientists

collaborated on experiments occupying 77% of the beam time,

their average participation being 27%.

2.18 Ion Source Development - UNIS Source

Y. Imahori (Operations Branch) and H.R. Andrews

The rebuilt version of the UNIS source (PR-P-109:

2.28, AECL-5508) has been tested both on the ion source test

bench and on the MP tandem itself. The troublesome mechanical
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seal connecting the ionizer and oven assembly has been

replaced with an arc welded unit. During 22 days of operation

on the test bench, there was no sparking problem and only a

slight Cs coating was found in the extraction electrode region

upon inspection.

Table 2.18.1 shows results from the test bench and

the MP tandem tests. Since the oven was operated at 235°C

at the test bench, the beam output is higher than that at the

MP tandem, where the oven was operated at 175 C.

The transmission of lighter elements such as C, 0

and Si was about 10%, about one quarter that for similar

beams from the low emittance Penning source.

Immediately after the development test, the source

was operated to produce O~ and C for scheduled experiments.

Table 2.18.1

UNIS Source Beams

Negative
Ion
Be

BeO

B

BO

C

0

Al

Si

CaO

TiO

Cu

Au

BiO

UO

Test Bench
(nA)
4

2400

5000

14200

12500

500

6600

40

430

2000

3900

3100

180

Injected
(nA)

25

360

580

3500

3000

3700

275

MP Tandem
Analyzed

(nA) (q)
17

4

95

630

100

700

4

2 +

3 +

3 +

4 +

7+

5+

6+

(MeV)

24

40

24

40

80

48

40
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2.19 Computer Aided Control System for the Superconducting
Cyclotron and MP Tandem

R.L. Graham and L.D. Hansen (Mathematics and Computation Branch)

The computer-aided control system now being developed

for the VICKSI project at the Hahn-Meitner Institute in

Berlin (PR-P-108:2.27, AECL-5315) has been adopted as the

reference model for the CRNL tandem-cyclotron control system.

The VICKSI system employs PDP-11/40 computers and an all CAMAC

dataway to handle all monitor and control signals. The CRNL

system will employ PDP-11/34 computers which are functionally

equivalent to the older PDP-11/40 models but more compact and

less expensive. To test for compatibility in our application,

one of us (LDH) has prepared test programs written in the

MUMTI interpreter language (cf PR-P-109:5.2, AECL-5508) on a

PDP-11/45 at CRNL and has run them successfully on a

PDP-11/34 at the Digital Equipment Company factory at

Maynard, Mass. A purchase order for the first PDP-11/34 has

been prepared.

The plan is to develop the CRNL control system in

cooperation with the VICKSI controls group; they have offered

to provide us with the fruits of their developments during

the past three years and are interested in future collaborative

efforts. The CRNL and VICKSI projects are similar, i.e. an

electrostatic accelerator injecting into a cyclotron; this

similarity will allow us to take advantage of much of their

control system design work. Such a cooperative project is

desirable to CRNL because a significant saving can be made

in software development manhours.

2.20 Measurements of the Emittance of '^Br and Si Beams from
the MP Tandem Accelerator

J.S. Forster, T.K. Alexander, N. Burn (Operations Branch)
and W.G. Davies

The emittance measuring apparatus (PR-P-109:2.29,
79

AECL-5508) has been used to measure Br beams from the
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2 8Heinicke-Penning ion source and Si beams from the UNIS

source; both beams were produced with N, gas stripping.
^ i

Emittance values of £ = 1 5 and 14 mm-mrad-MeV2 were

obtained for 89 MeV Br + and 67 MeV Br + ions respectively.

Corresponding values of z = 2 8 and 30 mm-mrad-MeV2 were

obtained for 89 and 67 MeV respectively. For a 48 MeV

Si beam, emittance values of z = 2 1 and e = 2 7
i x 7

mm.mrad.MeV2 were obtained.

A previous emittance measurement for S

(PR-P-109:2.29, AECL-5508) yielded values of e = 1 5 and
i x

i
e = 1 4 mm-mrad. MeV2 at E = 55 MeV. The product e c
^22 Y

210 mm .mrad .MeV for sulphur ions produced by the Heinicke-

Penning source is considerably lower than e e = 567
22 x y

mm -mrad • MeV for Si ions produced by the UNIS source in this

measurement. This difference may be due to the intrinsically

better emittance of the Heinicke-Penning source.

2.21 Progress on the Beam Transport System for the Superconducting
Cyclotron

W.G. Davies and A.R. Rutledge

Preliminary design studies have been carried out for

the injection lines for two other possible cyclotron

locations; Option 2 locates the cyclotron at the north end of

target room 2 while Option 3 locates the cyclotron at the south

end of this target room. Option 3 has subsequently been

rejected as being generally inferior to Options 1 or 2

(Option 1 is the original location shown in CRNL 1045) hence

all work on this option has been discontinued.

The preliminary studies of Option 2 indicated that a

solution for the injection line should be possible.

Optimization of this design is continuing so reasonable

assurance can be given that a viable design will be possible

when the final decision is made. At the present time the

design requirements for x, 6, y, <j> have been met but the

bunch length is still about a factor of two too long.
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Preliminary layouts for the complete beam transport

systems for both Options 1 and 2 have been made and the weights

of all bending magnets have been estimated.

Detailed design of the cyclotron by-pass line has

been completed for Option 1. This required a minor modifi-

cation to the design of the cyclotron injection line but a

compatible solution has been found. The problems associated

with the large ± 90° switching magnet required in Option 1

have been studied. From an optics point of view a super-

conducting magnet with a radius of curvature of about 65 cm

would be ideal but such a magnet would weigh twice as much

as a conventional magnet and cost much more as well. This is

the result of the inefficient use of the flux in a super-

conducting magnet with circular geometry.

139
2.22 International Comparison of Ce

J.S. Merritt, F.H. Gibson and J.G.V. Taylor

This laboratory and about 30 others have participated

in an international comparison of Ce sponsored by the BIPM*.
139A solution of high purity Ce was distributed by the IAEA

in March and participants were required to submit their

results to the BIPM by June 1.

A total of 31 sources was prepared from each of two

ampoules of solution received. Approximately 400 4n$-y

coincidence measurements were made with these sources which

gave 4TT counting efficiencies from 0.08 to 0.57. Statistical

errors that took into account the correlation between the

variables were calculated for the individual data points,

which then were fitted by the least-squares method to obtain

activity results and efficiency functions. An unusually large

amount of data was taken in the assay of each solution

sample; these gave precise results indicating that the activity

values for the two ampoules agreed within their standard

errors of ~ 0.015%. Attaining this agreement and precision

*Bureau international des Poids et Mesures
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seems worthwhile because it is good evidence that all partici-

pating laboratories received representative samples of the

same solution, a question that has been raised in the past

for such comparisons.

In assessing the overall uncertainty in our determination
139of the Ce concentration of this solution several possible

sources of systematic error were investigated and evaluated.

Mass measurements were made in duplicate on two calibrated

microbalances as for the 'Co intercomparison (PR-P-109:2.33,

AECL-5508). Including the uncertainty in the buoyancy

correction, these uncertainties were ± 0.005%. Dead times

and resolving times were determined precisely several times

throughout the course of these measurements and no incon-

sistency or trend was observed. Nevertheless some error is

associated with these determinations and upon applying dead

time and resolving time corrections to the observed data,

a systematic uncertainty or bias is introduced. This effect

was evaluated by assuming a different value for the dead time

(different by the estimated uncertainty in the dead time

determination), recalculating a representative set of 15 data

points and comparing the computed result with that obtained

using the measured dead time. This gave ± 0.007% as the

systematic uncertainty due to dead time. Similarly systematic

uncertainties arising from resolving time, background and

delay mismatch were evaluated as ± 0.001, ± 0.003 and

± 0.004% respectively. Adding to these the uncertainty in

extrapolation of the efficiency function to 100% efficiency

gave 0.048% and 0.086% as the total systematic uncertainties

of the final results for the 2 solution samples. Altogether

about two months were devoted to this comparison and thus it is

not representative of the accuracy that can be attained in

routine standardizations.

Having spent considerable effort on this assay, it

seemed worth spending a small additional effort to enable
139others at CRNL to use this Ce as a y-ray standard. Thus

several additional sources were prepared from the standardized

solution and distributed to users in various branches

(see section 2.23 below).
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1392.23 The Half-life of Ce

J.S. Merritt, J.G.V. Taylor and F.H. Gibson

This measurement was reported as 137.65 + 0.07 days

after the decay of the sample had been followed for 10 half-

lives (PR-P-106:2.24, AECL-5226). The signal/background

ratio for this sample is now 0.4 and no further measurements

on it will be made. An analysis of all data confirms our

earlier reported value. Although the statistical errors in

the recent data points are rather large K 10%) they show

no trend; furthermore no impurities were detected by Ge(Li)

-,-ray spectrometry. Therefore no correction has been applied

for impurities and it is calculated that the error from

undetected impurities is < 0.01 day. Thus our final value

remains 137.65 ± 0.07 days.

The above value was recommended by this laboratory

1 in

2.22 above).

139and used in the BIPM-sponsored comparison of Ce (section

2.24 International Comparisons of Co and High-counting-rate
Sources

J.S. Merritt, F.H. Gibson and J.G.V. Taylor

Neither the sponsor (BIPM) nor the distributor of

radionuclides (NPL) for these comparisons has yet communicated

any results from other laboratories with which ours might be

compared (PR-P-109:2.32 and 2.33, AECL-5508).

2.2 5 Standardizations

J.S. Merritt and F.H. Gibson

Co - Environmental Research

Co - System Materials
89 *
Sr - Commercial Products

This standard is for the use of C.P. in developing and testing
suitable assay methods for the control of *^Sr impurity in
99 product.
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131±

e - Environmental Research

C
139

Ce - Nuclear Physics

139

Ce - Solid State Science

I - Radiation & Industrial Safety
139(
139

Ce - General Chemistry
Ce - Medical Research

139C
139

Ce - Radiation & Industrial Safety
Ce - Reactor Control

139

139
Ce - System Materials

241 +
Am - Health Physics

This standard was used by the Health Physics Branch to
calibrate special a radiation detectors for monitoring at
Port Hope.

2.26 Miscellaneous Services

J.S. Merritt and F.H. Gibson

Two counter windows were made for the Nuclear Physics

Branch by laminating 15 thin VYNS films (approximate total

thickness of 60 yg-cm ).

2.27 Publications and Lectures

(a) Publications

Gamma Emitting States in 22Ne
C. Broude, w.G. Davies, J.S. Forster and G.C. Ball
Phys. Rev. C13̂  (1976) 953.

Masses of Tz = +5/2 Nuclei in the s-d Shell from Beta Decay
Measurements
D.E. Alburger, D.R. Goosman, C.N. Davids and J.C. Hardy
Atomic Masses and Fundamental Constants 5. Plenum Press
N.Y. 1976 pg. 73. '
Superallowed Beta Decay: from Nuclear Masses to the Z Vector
Boson
J.C. Hardy and I.S. Towner
Atomic Masses and Fundamental Constants 5. Plenum Press
N.Y. 1976, pg. 66. *«*,,
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Recoil Distance Lifetime Measurements of Levels in Ar and Cl
G.J. Costa, T.K. Alexander, J.S. Forster, A.B. McDonald and
I.S. Towner.
Nucl. Phys. A256 (1976) 277.

Lifetime of Levels in 36/37Cl and 34S Excited by the 35C1
Bombardment of ^H
B.E. Cook, R.L. Kozub, W. McLatchie, T.K. Alexander, J.S. Forscr,
C. Broude and J.R. Beene
J. of Phys. G2 (1976) 131.

(b) Lectures

The following papers were presented at the Washington American
Physical Society Meeting 26-29 April 1976.

Beta Delayed Proton Emission: A New Series of Precursors and
the Measurement of 10 s Nuclear Lifetimes
J.C. Hardy (invited talk)

The Mass Excess of 21O
G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies, J.S. Forster and H.R. Andrews

Time Evolution of Heavy Ion Induced Fission Studied by Crystal
Blocking
J.U. Andersen, E. Laegsgaard, K.O. Nielsen, W.M. Gibson,
J.S. Forster, I.V. Mitchell and D. Ward

Evidence of Angular Momentum Limits in Heavy Ion Induced Fusion
Reactions
J.R. Beene, O. Hausser, A.J. Ferguson, H.R. Andrews, M.A. Lone,
C. Broude and B. Herskind

Particle Lineshape Analysis in Heavy Ion Reactions
J.R. Beene and R.M. DeVries

Accurate g factors for Nuclei with Z % 87
O. Hausser, J.R. Beene, A.B. McDonald and T.K. Alexander

Search for Two Photon Emission in Thermal Neutron Capture in
Deuterium
A.B. McDonald, E.D. Earle and M.A. Lone

Search for a 0+ Level near the 8.87 MeV, 2~ Level of O
A.B. McDonald, T.K. Alexander, J.R. Beene, J.C. Hardy, K.P.
Jackson and H.B. Mak

In Beam Gamma Rays from High Spin States in the Actinide
Region Using C*He,2n) and ( He,4n) Reactions
D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, O. Hausser and J.R. Beene
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The Following papers were presented at the International
Conference on Electromagnetic Isotope Separators and Related
Ion Accelerators at Kiryat Anavim, Israel, 10-13 May 1976

The Chalk River Helium Jet and Skimmer System
H. Schmeing, V. Koslowsky, M. Wightman, J.C. Hardy, J.A.
Macdonald, T. Faesterman, H.R. Andrews, J.S. Geiger and
R.L. Graham

A Fast Tape Transport System for Use with On-line Separators
J.A. Macdonald, J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing, N.C. Bray, W. Perry,
R.B. Walker and M. Wightman

Beta Delayed Proton Decay
J.C. Hardy (invited talk)
at the 3rd International Conference on Nuclei Far From
Stability at Cargese, Corsica, France, 19-26 May 1976

The following three papers were presented at the CAP/APS/SMF
Joint Meeting, Quebec, P.Q. 14-17 June 1976.

A 50 cm Long Positron Sensitive Heavy Ion Counter for the
Chalk River QD3 Spectrometer
W.G. Davies, N.C. Bray, G.C. Bal.1 , J.S. Forster, J.J. Hill
and W. McLatchie

Three Body Breakup in the Li( He,pa)a Reaction and the
Resonant State of 5Li
K. Ramavataram, R. Larue, R. Gagnon, W.G. Davies, G.C. Ball,
A.J. Ferguson and R.E. Warner

Studies of Heavy Ion Fusion Reactions from Gamma Ray Multiplicity
Measurements
B. Herskind presented by O. Hausser

Study of the Electromagnetic Properties of the Ground Band in Tm
D. Ward (invited talk)
at the Eastern Regional Conference, McMaster University on 3 April.

Recent Progress in in-beam gamma-ray spectroscopy with heavy ions
D. Ward
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology on 7 April.

Hyperfine Interactions of Heavy Ions Recoiling in Vacuum and Gases
H.R. Andrews,
at Universite de Montreal on 13 May.
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(1) Returned from leave of absence June 16, 1976.

(2) NRC Post-doctoral Fellow from University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, B.C.

(3) Deceased May 10, 1976.

(4) Transferred from Nuclear Physics Branch May 25, 1976.

(5) NRC Post-doctoral Fellow; left June 11, 1976.

(6) Seconded from Design Engineering.

(7) University of Manitoba student; arrived May 3, 1976.

(8) Visiting summer professor from Queen's University;
arrived May 25, 1976.

(9) University of Colorado student; arrived May 21, 1976.

(10) McMaster University student; arrived May 10, 1976.
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3. 2 Neutron Scattering from Nonsuperf luid Liquid ''He at Small

Wave Vectors

P. Martel, E.C. Svensson and A.D.B. Woods

The experiments to determine the dynamic struc-

ture factor, S(Q,w), of nonsuperf luid liquid r<Ke at small

wave vectors for T = 2.5 K and P = 1.0 MPa (PR-P-109:3.2,

AFCL-5508) have been completed at the L3 spectrometer at

NRU. Preliminary analysis indicates that the frequencies

of all excitations for which Q > 3.0 nm are greater than

CQ/2TT where c is the ultrasonically determined sound-wave

velocity. A similar result was obtained in preliminary

runs with T = 3.0 K and P = 1.0 MPa. By contrast, the

frequencies at T = 4.2 K and P = 2.5 MPa were found to be

equal to CQ/2TT up to Q = 6 nm"1 (PR-P-108:3.2, AECL-5315) .

The results of these and other experiments performed under

different thermodynamic conditions (PR-P-106:3.3, AECL-5226,

PR-P-107:3.4, AECL-5256, and PR-P-109:3.2, AECL-5508) pro-

vide detailed data with which to test the validity of

hydrodynamic theory and the applicability of memory-function

expressions for S(Q,co).

3.3 Memory-function Calculations of S(Q,o)) for Nonsuperfluid

Liquid "He

A.D.B. Woods

Expressions for S(Q,OJ) for a liquid based on

Mori's continued fraction representation (Prog. Theor. Phys.

(Kyoto) 3_4_ (1965) 399) have been derived by Sears (Can. J.

Phys. £8 (1970) 616, AECL-3506) and by Lovesey (J. Phys. C

8̂  (1975) 1649). The Sears expression satisfies the hydro-

dynamic limit while that of Lovesey is applicabx •. at

"intermediate" values of Q. Suitably modified for appli-

cation to nonsuperfluid liquid "*He both expressions have
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been used to calculate S(Q,u) for ''He at T = 4.2 K and SVP

using the observed values of the static structure factor,

the susceptibility and the frequencies of the isothermal

and high-frequency dispersion laws (PF-P-109:3.3, AECL-5508).

The Sears expression correctly reproduces the observed

Rayleigh-Brillouin triplet at Q = 1.05 nm" but incorrectly

predicts similar structure for Q > 2.0 nm . The Lovesey

expression, on the other hand, gives the observed broad

single peak for Q > 2.0 nm but predicts a similar single

peak for Q = I.O5 nm . Although both expressions are con-

strained to give the low-order frequency moments correctly,

neither gives even approximately correct results at both

low and intermediate values of Q.

3.4 Powder Diffraction Profile Calculations for UV-Damaged

1-Methylthymine

B.M. Powell and P. Martel

Calculations have been carried out in order to

account for powder diffraction results reported on

1-methylthymine damaged by ultraviolet radiation

(PR-P-109:3.5, AECL-5508). We suggest that the resulting

damage is the formation of the type II photo-dimer

(trans-syn) described by Wulf and Fraenkel. The dimer is

formed with adjacent molecules in either the layer above

or the layer below that of the origin molecule. It is

produced by a rotation of the molecules in their own plane

through an angle a followed by a tilt out of their plane

through an angle 6, both rotations being about the centre

of mass. The best agreement with the intensities of the

peaks from a 52%-dimerized specimen is found with a = ±30°

and 9 =±44°. The resultant Cc - Cc and Cc-C, intermolecular
3D DO

separations were then 0.19 run instead of the 0.155 nm

expected from bonding theory. Neither translations of the

molecules nor rotations about their edges yielded as good
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an overall agreement. With 26% of the neighbouring

molecules rotated as above, the intensities in the pattern

of a 26%-dimerized specimen were also accounted for.

It was necessary to modify the unit cell para-

meters of the P2,/c space group in order to account for

the new peak positions, and it was observed that the

symmetry is lower in the dimerized specimen. The para-

meters for different dimerization percentages are listed

in the following table.

% Dimerization a(nm) b(nm) c(nm) B(°)

0%
26%

52%

0.
0.

0.

7343
111

82

1.
1.

1.

20978
20978

20978

0.
0.

0.

7604
730

70

89.
85.

80.

93
0

0

3.5 Observation of "Optic Modes" in Molten Potassium Bromide

G. Dolling with J.R.D. Copley (Institut Laue-Langevin,

Grenoble, France)

A neutron inelastic scattering experiment was

performed using the INI triple-axis spectrometer at the

ILL Hot Source, to observe collective modes of vibration

in molten KBr at.760°C, analogous to the optic modes of

the solid phase. Very intense quasi-elastic scattering

is observed, with more or less well-defined "shoulders"

on either side of the central peak, which may be inter-

preted as neutron energy loss or gain processes involving

"optic" modes of the liquid. The results have been

analysed with the help of the JAGSPOT curve-fitting pro-

gram kindly provided by G.H. Keech of Mathematics and

Computation Branch. The derived peak positions are not

in agreement with theoretical expectations based either
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upon a "hot solid" approximation or upon a computer

simulation of the system. On the other hand, the possi-

bility of alternative explanations for these "shoulders"

cannot be ruled out at the present time.

3.6 Acoustic Phonons in SnSe,,

B.M. Powell with S. Jandl (Universite de Sherbrooke) and

J.L. Brebner (Universite de Montreal)

Measurements of the acoustic-phonon dispersion

curves of the semiconducting layer compound SnSe_ were

continued (PR-P-108:3.7, AECL-5315) at the C5 spectrometer

at NRU. In the [100] direction the LA branch was measured

as far as a reduced wave vector, r,, = 0.25, and the TA

branch polarized predominantly along the c-direction was

measured to the zone boundary. The measured frequency

of this TA zone boundary mode is 1.70 ± 0.06 THz. The

interlayer interaction force constants derived from the

acoustic branches along [001] are found to be rather

similar for both SnSe_ and e-GaSe, as are the frequencies

of the corresponding "rigid layer" modes. This result

implies that the Se-Se interlayer interaction is similar

in these two layer compounds despite significant differ-

ences in both their layer and crystal structures.

3.7 Excitations in Uranium Antimonide

T.M. Holden with G.H. Lander (Argonne National Laboratory)

As part of an investigation of the electronic

structure of uranium ions, the inelastic scattering from

the antif erromagnet USb (magnetic moment = 2.8 y_./uranium

ion, TN = 24 0 K) was examined at 4.2 K and 77 K at the

C5 spectrometer at NRU. No inelastic scattering corres-

ponding to the excitation of discrete spin waves or
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lattice vibrations was observed. This result may rule out

the simple explanation (G.H. Lander, private communication)

of the observed anisotropy of magnetization in USb in terms

of crystal field wave functions as modified by the exchange

field. Further progress must, however, await the avail-

ability of larger single crystals than the one used

(0.04 cm3).

3. 8 Magnetic Excitations and Phonons in UP,,

T.M. Holden, W.J.L. Buyers and G. Dolling

Measurements of the excitations in UO« have been

continued at the N5 spectrometer at NRU with the aim of

clarifying how the branches identified previously

(PR-P-109:3.6, AECL-5508, and references therein) were

connected. For wave vector transfer Q - T + (00c)2Tr/a,

two distinct magnon wave vectors [00c,] and [l-£,0,0] con-

tribute to the scattering because of the antiferromagnetic

domains. At a nuclear reciprocal lattice point the reduced

wave vector, (000), is unique, whereas at a magnetic point

both (000) and (1,0,0) contribute. At q=0 two branches

of excitation were obtained at 2.37 THz and 2.96 THz. The

mode at 2.96 THz has nearly the same frequency at all wave

vector transfers. The mode at 2.37 THz splits into two

parts as the wave vector departs from the nuclear zone

centre: one merges with the higher branch at £=0.3, and

one falls rapidly with wave vector, interacts strongly

with the TA phonon branch and reaches a minimum frequency

of 0.57 THz at the magnetic zone centre. Since this part

is not symmetric with respect to the zone boundary it is

tempting to ascribe it to a [?00] branch of excitations.

The TA modes previously studied (PR-P-109:3.6,

AECL-5508) in connection with their possible relevance

for the antiferromagnetic phase transition are no longer
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believed to be of importance in this regards It has been

suggested by the Argonne group that a particular TO zone

boundary mode is perhaps a more likely candidate, anc the

temperature dependence of this mode will be measured in

the near future.

3.9 Spin Excitations and Critical Effects in

T.M. Holden, E.C. Svensson and W.J.L. Buyers with

H.-G. Purwins (University of Geneva, Switzerland)

Measurements have been made at 4.2 K of the

magnetic excitations in PrA£_ propagating in the [110] ,

[111] and [001] directions to extend previous work which

was limited to the [001] direction (PR-P-104:3.5,

AECL-5032, PR-P-105:3.7, AECL-5121/ and PR-P-106:3.8,

AECL-5226). The measurements were carried out with the

N5 triple-axis spectrometer at NRU. The higher resolution

of the present experiment permitted separation to be made

over most of the Brillouin zone of the two modes in the

3-4 THz range. High resolution measurements were made

of the critical scattering in the neighbourhood of the

ferromagnetic transition. The Curie temperature was found

to be T = 32.1 ± 0.1 K. Measurements of the intensity of

the (220) Bragg peak indicate that the magnetization

varies as (T - T) * which is quite different from the

behaviour in other 3 dimensional magnetic systems where

the exponent is about 0.33 . The scattering observed

close to but above T was predominantly elastic

(Av < 0.04 THz). The inverse correlation length K, shows

surprisingly little temperature dependence for T-T > 2.9 K

but narrows as expected as T - T •* 0.
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3.10 Determination, of the Exchange Interactions between

Magnetic Ions in Small Isolated Clusters

E.C. Svensson, W.J.L. Buyers and T.M. Holden

Information about the exchange interactions, J,

between magnetic ions in small isolated clusters is most

commonly obtained by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)

and the accuracy is usually limited to about 10% and is

often only 20 - 50%. Measurements on a specimen of

KMnQ ,Zn0 QF 3 (see also PR-P-109:3.7, AECL-5508) have

demonstrated the applicability of neutron inelastic scat-

tering to such studies, and comparison of the observed

transition frequencies with the frequencies, vT, predicted

from the exact theory for isolated pairs and triplets of
2+Mn ions gives values of J which are somewhat more accurate

than the best EPR values. The lowest pair transition at

v = 0.200+0.008 THz (v =2J) gives J =0.100 ± 0.004 THz.

Two excited-state pair transitions at v =0.375 ± 0.015 THz

(vT =4J) and v =0.585 ± 0.015 THz (vT =6J) give

J = 0.094+0.004 THz and J = 0.098 ±0.003 THz respectively.

The two lowest triplet transitions at 0.478 ±0.010 THz

(v =5J) and 0.683+0.014 THz (vT =7J) give

J = 0.096 ± 0.002 THz and J = 0.098 + 0.002 THz respectively.

The slight differences are consistent with the expected

effects of the larger "local" manganese concentration for

triplets and the smaller exchange striction for excited

states. In EPR measurements on KMn. n,Znn . F, Krebs

[J. Appl. Phys. 4_0_ (1969) 1137] was able to normalize his

intensities to a normally forbidden single-ion line and

thus obtain an unusually accurate value J =0.103 ±0.006 THz

which is in excellent agreement with our more accurate

value for the lowest pair mode.
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3.11 Growth of Long-range Spin Correlations in a Disordered

Antiferromagnet

W.J.L. Buyers and E.C. Svensson with R.A. Cowley

(Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Measurements have been made of the 6-dependence

of the total neutron scattering for Mn spins in the

substitutionally disordered antiferromagnet Mnn 25
Znn 75F2

at the C5 spectrometer at NRU. This crystal is sufficiently

diluted with zinc that there is no long-range magnetic order

at any temperature as evidenced by the absence of a (100)

Bragg peak. Considerable diffuse scattering is, however,

observed centred both on (001) where the scattering is from

the transverse spin components and at (100) where both

longitudinal and transverse spin components contribute.

Measurements in the range 20.0 K > T > 3.06 K show that as

the temperature is lowered the longitudinal susceptibility

grows in intensity as does the critical scattering above a

phase transition. The scattering from the transverse spin

components remains relativ> onstant down to ~6 K and

then decreases in intensity. The range, A over which

the longitudinal spin components are correlated exhibits

different behavior in two temperature regimes in each of

which A varies approximately linearly with temperature.

For the regime T > 8 K the correlation range extrapolated

to T = 0 was of order 4 nm but fcr T < 8 K the extrapolated

correlation range was surprisingly long for a disordered

system, A ~ 2 0 nm.c

3.12 Spatial Distribution of the Self-trapped Positron in Cadmium

S.M. Kim

The positron annihilation angular correlation

difference curve in cadmium between 100 K and 330 K showed
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a small peak near the Fermi momentum arising from positron

localization in the self-trapped state (S.M. Kim and

W.J.L. Buyers, J. Phys. F 6_ (1976) L67, AECL-5343). From

the observed full width at half maximum (FWHM) of this

peak of about 1.4 rnrad, some information about the spacial

distribution of the self-trapped positron can be obtained

as follows.

The momentum distribution of the electron

positron pair in atomic units is given by

d r" ( (1)

where ty (r) and tjj (r) are the electron and positron
v +wave functions, respectively. If we assume that the

localized positron wave function is a Gaussian, exp(-Xr 2),

and the electron wave function is a plane wave, exp(ik«r)f

then we have
'p-k) 2

p^Cp) = (A3 e" 2X (2)
k

i.e. P.+(p) is also a Gaussian with a FWHM inversely propor-

tional' to that of ty (r). The FWHM of the positron density

distribution, Fr, and the FWHM of p_>. (p) , F , are related to

each other by an equation F nm . F (mrad) = 1.071. For

F =1.4 mrad we obtain F =0.77 nm. Since the electron

density in the region where the positron is localized is

expected to be lower than in the perfect lattice, a better

approximation to the electron wave function is

0 (?, = e 1 ^ (l-Ae-l'r2) (3)

k

where A and \' are constants and A < 1. The product of

^ (r) and ifi-,.(r) of equation (3) has a wider space distri-

bution than the \\>+{r) distribution by itself.

For a given F of 1.4 mrad, however,
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the FWHM of the positron density distribution, Fr, is not

greatly reduced, e.g. for A1 = A and A = 0.5 we obtain

Fr = 0.72 run. The conclusion that the self-trapped positron

is localized over several atomic volumes is not surprising

since the positron binding in this state is expected to be

much weaker than that in a thermally generated vacancy.

3.13 Neutron Time-of-flight Facility

M.A. Lone and W.M. Inglis

A program to study (Y/Y1) reactions with a

high resolution (AE < 20 eV) epithermal neutron capture

Y-ray beam is in progress. Preliminary measurements have

been obtained for the CU(YZY') reaction using a 59Co(n,Y)

source.

3.14 Doubly Radiative Neutron Capture by 2H, 3He, * 6O and 2 0 6Pb

M.A. Lone et al.

See PR-P-110:4.6 .

3.15 Doubly Radiative Thermal Neutron Capture in 16O

M.A. Lone and E.D. Earle with A.B. McDonald (Nuclear

Physics Branch)

In a continuing investigation (PR-P-109:3.14,

AECL-5508, and Phys. Rev. Lett. 3_5 (1975) 908, AECL-5224)

of the doubly radiative capture processes in nuclei, we

have obtained a value of a_ = 3 + 1 9 yb*for the
l6O(n,YY)17O reaction for a restricted energy range of

1200 < E < 2943 keV. Recently Lee et al. have calculated

a value of a 2 = 0.041 yb for the total energy range of

zero to 4143 keV. (This report, Section 4.6). According

to this calculation the cross section for the restricted

energy range is 0.02 5 pb.

*1 b = 10" 2 8 m 2
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Mo previous measurements of the doubly radiative

capture cross section in l e0 have been reported. The
16O(n,y)17O cross section, the level scheme and the branch-

ing ratios are well known (PR-P-109:3.15, AFCL-5508). The

present experimental limit on a» was obtained from the

data previously collected during the a, measurements

(PR-P-109:3.15, AECL-5508). The restricted energy range

of 1200 keV < E < 2943 keV was chosen to eliminate any

contributions from two-step cascades via the intermediate

states. The probability for triple coincidences summing

to 4143 keV in these measurements is negligible.

3.16 N4 Thermal Neutron Facility

M.A. Lone and W.M. Inglis

Various options were considered for extracting
o _ 9 —• 1

a high flux (-10 n-cm • s ) external neutron beam

(PR-P-109:3.12, AECL-5508) at ths N4 hole at the NRU

reactor. It was decided to use the direct beam from the

thermal column and to 'filter' it through liquid-N_ cooled

Bi and quartz single crystals. A 10 cm diameter and

15 cm long Bi crystal (Mosaic spread less than 0.5°),

A2 beam tube and 6LiD for the target chamber liner have

been ordered. Work on the design of the liquid-nitrogen

cryostat and the collimators is in progress.

3.17 D/H Measurements in Water

M.A. Lone, W.M. Inglis and K.R. Boyle with J.G. Bayly

(Reactor Control Branch)

work on the installation of a larger water sample

tank with eight 3He counters is in progress (PR-P-107:3.18,

AECL-5256). In earlier measurements considerable detector

noise problems were encountered due to the humidity
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associated leakage from the high voltage detector teminal"=.

An air conditioning unit is being installed to eliminate

this problem.

Measurements thus far have shown that, with a "

,'-ray source containing a fast neutron ( 9 MeV) background of

••̂ 500 n/raCi (13.5 n/MBg) , addition of 1» D2O gives rise to

only a 14.5% increase in the neutron count rate. Surround-

ing the 2 2 8ThO 2 source with 12 cm of wax wrapped in Cd re-

duces the neutron background and leads to an increase of

33.8% in the neutron count rate for an addition of 1* D70.

With the larger water sample tank the 2 2 8ThO 2

source will be surrounded with a 40 cm thick wax block

wrapped in Cd. Monte Carlo calculations have shown that

this arrangement should reduce the fast neutron background

by -95% and lead to a much higher increase in the sensi-

tivity.

.18 Measurements of v(E) in the Photofission of 2 3 SU

S.T. Lim, R,N. King and J.W. Knowles

Preliminary measurements of v(E), the average

number of neutrons emitted per fission in 2 3 BU following

photo-absorption of radiation of =8 MeV, has been obtained,

with a resolution of 70 keV, with the Compton scattering

facility at NPU. For these measurements 6 ten-chamber

fission counters were arranged beside one another to

measure, simultaneously, the fission yields following

photo-absorption by radiations differing by 70 keV. The

6 fission counters are located in a thin walled A 2.

cylinder, approximately 15 cm I.D., at the center of a

Halpern 4TT neutron detector. This detector includes 6 BF3

counters enclosed in paraffin. The detectors are located

symmetrically with their axes parallel to the incident

photon beam and are approximately 15 cm from the beam
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center. The efficiency of the neutron detector, at a mean

energy of 2.3 MeV, was measured with a calibrated 2SzCf

source, and at 0.26 MeV with a calibrated d(y,n)p source

using the 2.75 MeV y-rays of 2l*Na. The number of neutrons

per fission as a function of incident photon energy is

measured by observing the coincidence counts between any

fission counter and the neutron detector. All coincidence

counts within 300 ys, an interval large compared to the

slowing d̂vrri time of neutrons in paraffin, are accepted.

Our preliminary measurement, averaged over the 6 counters,

is v = 2.76 ± 0.10 at 8.0 ± 0.15 MeV, in agreement with

recent measurements of Caldwell et al. (Symposium on the

Physics and Chemistry of Fission, 1973, Vol. I, p. 431).

,19 Resonant Scattering and Self-absorption of Gamma Radiation

from Lead Isotopes

J.W. Knowles and W.F. Mills

The analysis, reported in PR-P-107:3.15,

AECL-5256, of the measurements of photon scattering and

photon self-absorption in three isotopic mixtures of lead,

in the energy range 4.8 and 8.3 MeV, has been completed.

It is found that the strong transitions at 7333.5, 7087.1

and 706 3.8 keV in 2°8Pb have unexpectedly low values of

the self-absorption ratio (this is the ratio of the inten-

sity of resonantly scattered radiation transmitted by an

absorber of the same material as the scatterer to the

intensity scattered without an absorber). These values

are one to two standard deviations below the limiting

values set by theory assuming dipole and quadrupole photo-

absorption. Our analysis, applied to similar measurements

made on z °8Pb by Lucas et al. (Contributions to Conference

on Nuclear Structure with Neutrons, Budapest, 1972) shows

correspondingly low values for the self-absorption ratios
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of the 7087.1 and 7063.8 keV transitions. The self-

absorption ratio is sensitive to the amount of intensity

in the tails of a resonance. Thus a low self-absorption

ratio may imply that the single-resonance Breit-Wigner line

shape analysis assumed in estimates may not be appropriate

far from resonance.

3.2 0 Reactor Beam Hole Use

A.D.B. Woods

The McMaster University double-monochromator

triple-axis spectrometer and the McGill University

cold-neutron facility were both in operation during the

period. The Guelph University spectrometer at D3 has been

commissioned and a beam of thermal neutrons has been ex-

tracted.

The following table summarizes utilization of

operating CRNL spectrometers at NRU beam holes.

Beam Hole

Cl

C2

C4

C5

L3

N5

No. of
Experiments

1

1

1

4

1

5

No. of
Participating

CRNL
scientists
(incl. summer
visitors)

2

1

2

4

3

6

No. of
Participating
non-CKNL
scientists

0

0

0

3

0

2

Efficiency
(% of available

reactor operating
time used for
experiments)

97

45*

95

97

99

99

*Since commencement of experiment.

Total reactor operating time was 68 days.
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3.21 Servicing of Semiconductor Detector Systems

R.J. Toone, W.F. Slater and I.L. Fowler

Three cryostats, one for General Chemistry

Branch and two for Systems Materials Branch, were repumped

and the detectors checked. A Reactor Control Branch high

purity Ge detector system lost vacuum at NPD. It was

returned to service after repairing the detector mount and

leads and repumping. A high purity Ge detector system

was repumped four times for the Neutron Nuclear Physics

Section.

3.2 2 Synthesis of CdTe

W.J. Woytowich and R.J. Dinger

The new furnace arrangement for CdTe synthesis

(PR~P-109:3.19, AECL-5508) has been completed and has

proved successful. The furnace is tilted 10° from the

vertical and fitted with a stainless steel liner connected

to a shaft extending below the furnace allowing the liner

to be rotated at 25 rpm. As the temperature is raised the

Cd melts at 320°C, the Te melts at 450°C and the molten

metals are thoroughly mixed before reaching the reaction

temperature at about 500°C.' The reaction is essentially

complete at 650°C and there is no need to continue heating

to the CdTe melting point (1100°C) as was the case with

less homogeneous mixtures.

To date eight syntheses have been completed

without fracturing an ampoule. Subsequent sublimation does

not indicate the presence of any significant amounts of the

unreacted elements other than the small (=1%) excess of Te

in the original charge.
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3.2 3 CdTe Sublimation

R.J. Dinger, W.J. Woytowich, J.G. Wesanko and I.L. Fowler

During this period four charges have been

sublimed and several improvements made to the furnace

system (PR-P-109:3.20, AECL-5508). The original arrange-

ment consisted of an outer quartz tube with connections to

the H_ handling system and an open-ended inner quartz tube

containing the charge. A new inner tube has been made

with a tapered section where the CdTe condenses and an

adjacent demountable ground joint. These modifications

facilitate the removal of the purified material with

minimum risk of contamination. The outer quartz tube was

replaced by a thick-walled stainless steel tube when it

became apparent that the quartz was undergoing devitrifica-

tion. This change also serves to smooth the temperature

profile in the region between furnace zones. Three blowers

have been installed to provide forced air cooling of the

profiling resistors. Adjustments to optimize the furnace

temperature profile are in progress.

3.24 CdTe Crystal Growth by the Slow-cooling Method

R.J. Dinger, H. Schmeing, W.J. Woytowich, M.M.L. Racicot,

J.G. Wesanko and I.L. Fowler

Two melts (#20 and #21) have been crystallized

with a new cooling arrangement designed to provide a steeper

temperature gradient (PR-P-109:3.21, AECL-5508). The

air-cooled plate has been replaced by a water-cooled tube.

Ampoule #20 was made with a i cm diameter ball-shaped ex-

tension at the bottom joined to the main part by a narrow

neck designed to provide a seed for the main crystal.

The result, however, was very polycrystalline
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material; the narrow neck did not provide sufficient con-

ductivity to maintain the required temperature gradient in

the main part of the ampoule. Ampoule #21 was therefore

made with a nipple-shaped extension of constant cross

section to provide a better heat sink. This proved more

successful; only a few crystals formed, the main one being

the largest we have grown by this method. It is concluded

that in this method an adequate temperature gradient can

be maintained only by cooling through the already grown

part of the crystal.

3.25 CdTe Crystal Growth by the Travelling Heater Method

R.J. Dinger, R.J. Toone, W.F. Slater, M.M.L. Racicot and

I.L. Fowler

Five ampoules (#2 - #6) have been processed by

this method with considerable improvement in crystal size

and almost complete elimination of Te inclusions. To in-

crease the temperature gradient at the growing surface the

cooling arrangement immediately below the hot zone has been

modified to recycle the cooling air through a water-cooled

heat exchanger. The hot-zone furnace burned out again

during the #6 run and is being redesigned.

3.26 CdTe Crystal Quality

M.M.L. Racicot and R.J. Dinger

Evaporated carbon contacts were used to make

yt-product measurements. One region of the large crystal

from the slow-cooled ampoule #21 gave a yx product of
-2 —1"10 cm-V for electrons, an order of magnitude better

than we have observed before, but the crystal was not homo-

geneous in this respect. All crystals tested still show
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UT products of -10 cm-V~ for holes. With the above

exception crystals grown by the two methods give comparable

ViT products.

Very few Te inclusions are seen in crystals grown

by the travelling heater method. In the recent crystals

grown by slow cooling, both the number and size of inclu-

sions is much smaller than in earlier crystals.

3.27 Te Inclusions in CdTe Crystals

R.J. Dinger, I.L. Fowler and M.M.L. Racicot

A detailed study has been made of the effect of

growing speed and temperature gradient on the size and

number of Te inclusions observed by infrared transmission

microscopy in CdTe crystals grown by both the slow-cooling

and travelling heater (travelling solvent) methods. It is

concluded that inclusion free material can be grown by

either technique provided the crystal growing speed is

<2 mm-h~ and the temperature gradient at the growing

surface is >5°C-mm . At present these conditions are

more easily met with the travelling heater method.

3.28 International Comparison of 139Ce

J.G.V. Taylor et al.

See ?R-P-110:2.22 .

3.29 The Half-life of 139Ce

J.G.V. Taylor et al.

See PR-P-110:2.23 ,
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3.30 International Comparisons of 57Co and High-counting-rate

Sources

J.G.V. Taylor et al.

See PR-P-110:2.24 .

3.31 The T^ =h Series of Beta-delayed Proton Precursors

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-110:2.6 .

3.32 Miscellaneous

J.G. Wesanko, R.R. MacLanders, M.A. Gulick and

K.C. Spei.ce ley

The glassblowing shop continued to supply a

variety of quartz ampoules for the CdTe programme. Other

projects included a number of glass envelopes with and

without electrodes for the study of stress corrosion

cracking of fuel cladding in the Fuel Engineering Branch,

a glass vacuum system for HDS analysis in the Chemical

Engineering Branch, a. glass system for amine purification

in the Physical Chemistry Branch, a glass system for

measuring total volatiles and gases from plutonium pellets

in the Metallurgical Engineering Branch, and a Mark IV

version of the three-compartment electrolytic cell for the

General Chemistry Branch. In addition a variety of cells,

dewars and glass diffusion pumps have been supplied to

various branches.

Two gas-scintillation counters and a three-way

micrometer stage for a vacuum-sputtering system were made

for the Nuclear Physics Branch.
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3.33 Publications and Lectures

Publications

NEUTRON SCATTERING FROM SUPERFLUID HELIUM AT LARGE
MOMENTUM TRANSFERS
P. Martel, J.C. Svensson, A.D.B. Woods, V.F. Sears and
R.A. Cowley
J. Low Temp. Phys. 22_ (1976) 285
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited publication AECL-5341

THE OBSERVATION OF STRUCTURE IN THE NEUTRON SCATTERING
FROM ANTIFERROMAGNETIC Mnn.32Zn0.68F2
E.C. Svansson, W.J.L. Buyers, T.M. Holden and D.A. Jones
AIP Conf. Proc. No. 29, "Magnetism and Magnetic
Materials - 1975", eds. J.J. Becker, G.H. Lander and
J.J. Rhyne (1976) p. 248
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited publication AECL-5448

RESONANT PERTURBATION OF SPIN WAVES IN KMn0 99Mg0 0,F?
AND KMn0-96Zn0.04F3
R.H. March, E.C. Svensson, T.M. Holden, R. Stedman and
D.A. Jones
AIP Conf. Proc. No. 29, "Magnetism and Magnetic
Materials - 1975", eds. J.J. Becker, G.H. Lander and
J.J. Rhyne (1976) p. 252
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited publication AECL-5449

GROUND- AND EXCITED-STATE SPIN WAVES IN PrA£2
H.-G. Purwins, W.J.L. Buyers, T.M. Holden and E.C. Svensson
AIP Conf. Proc. No. 29, "Magnetism and Magnetic
Materials - 1975", eds. J.J. Becker, G.H. Lander and
J.J. Rhyne (1976) p. 259
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited publication AECL-5450

MEASUREMENT OF ACOUSTIC MODES OF VIBRATION IN
1-METHYLTHYMINE BY NEUTRON SCATTERING
P. Martel and B.M. Powell
Chem. Phys. Lett. 3_9_ (1976) 339
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited publication AECL-5374

THE CALCULATION OF PHONON FREQUENCIES
G. Dolling
in "Methods in Computational Physics"
Vol. 15, pp. 1-40 (Academic Press) 1976
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Lectures

The following papers were presented at the APS Meeting in
Atlanta, Georgia, March 29 - April 1, 1976:

ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION DAMAGE OF 1-METHYLTHYMINE
MEASURED BY NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
P. Martel and B.M. Powell

ANHARMONIC INTERFERENCE EFFECTS IN POTASSIUM
G. Dolling, J. Meyer, R. Scherm and H.R. Clyde

NORMAL MODES IN SOLID DEUTERATED BENZENE
B.M. Powell, G. Dolling and H. Bonadeo
(presented by P. Martel)

INTERMOLECULAR FORCES AND NEUTRON SCATTERING
B.M. Powell
Conference on Neutron Scattering in Chemistry, Oxford,
England
April 1-2, 1976

The following papers were presented at the APS Meeting in
Washington, D.C., April 26-29, 1976:

SEARCH FOR TWO-PHOTON EMISSION IN THERMAL
NEUTRON CAPTURE IN DEUTERIUM
A.B. McDonald, E.D. Earle and M.A. Lone

UPPER LIMIT ON THE H(n,yy)D dvOSS SECTION
E.D. Earle, M.A. Lone and A.B. McDonald

EVIDENCE OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM LIMITS IN
HEAVY ION INDUCED FUSION REACTIONS
J.R. Beene, 0. Hausser, A.J. Ferguson,
H.R. Andrews, M.A. Lone, C.R. Broude and
B. Herskind
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THE CHALK RIVER He JET AND SKIMMER SYSTEM
H. Schmeing, V. Koslowsky, M. Wightman, J.C. Hardy,
J.A. Macdonald, T. Faesterman, H.R. Andrews, J.S. Geiger
and R.L. Graham
International Conference on Electromagnetic Isotope
Separators (EMIS 9), Kiryat Anavim, Israel
May 10-13, 1976

A FAST TAPE TRANSPORT SYSTEM FOR USE WITH ON-LINE
SEPARATORS
J.A. Macdonald, J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing, N.C. Bray,
W. Perry, R.B. Walker and M. Wightman
International Conference on Electromagnetic Isotope
Separators (EMIS 9), Kiryat Anavim, Israel
May 10-13, 1976

SOFT MODES, CENTRAL MODES AND MAGNETIC PHASE TRANSITIONS
W.J.L. Buyers
Physics Department, Rutgers University, New Jersey
April 14, 1976

The following papers were presented at the Conference on
Neutron Scattering, Gatlinburg, Tennessee, June 6-10, 1976:

DYNAMICS OF MOLECULAR CRYSTALS
G. Dolling

NEUTRON SCATTERING FROM ISOLATED CLUSTERS
OF MAGNETIC IONS
W.J.L. Buyers, E.C. Svensson and T.M. Holden

t
LOW-MOMENTUM-TRANSFER NEUTRON SCATTERING
FROM LIQUID "He AT T = 4.2 K AND P = 2.5 MPa
E.C. Svensson, W.G. Stirling, A.D.B. Woods
and P. Martel

THE DYNAMIC STRUCTURE FACTOR OF NONSUPERFLUID
LIQUID "He
A.D.B. Woods, E.C. Svensson and P. Martel

CONSTRUCTION OF A THREE COMPARTMENT CELL TO STUDY THE
ELECTROLYTIC HYDROGEN-DEUTERIUM SEPARATION FACTOR
J.G. Wesanko
21st Symposium of American Scientific Glassblowers'
Society, Chicago, Illinois
June 8-11, 1976
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The following papers were presented at the CAP-APS-SMF
Joint Congress, Universite Laval, Quebec City, P.Q.,
June 14-17, 1976:

NFUTRON SCATTERING STUDIES OP THE DYNAMIC
STRUCTURE OF LIQUID "He
E.C. Svensson

PHO^ODIMERISATION OF 1-METHYLTHYMINE STUDIED
BY NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
B.M. Powe11 and P. Martel

THE DISPERSION OF ACOUSTIC PHONONS IN SnSe2
B.M. Powell, S. Jandl and J.L. Brebner

OBSERVATION OF NEUTRON HOLE STATES IN NUCLEI
W.J. McDonald, J.M. Cameron, D.A. Hutcheon,
A.N. James, P. Kitching, C.A. Miller and
E.D. Earle

THE PROTON SPECTROMETER AT TRIUMF
P. Kitching, W.J. McDonald, G.M. Stinson,
A.N. James and E.D. Earle

PHOTOFISSION WITH MONOCHROMATIC PHOTONS
B.O. Pich, T.E. Drake and J.W. Knowles

STUDY OF GIANT DIPOLE RESONANCES IN 29P
BY (p,y) REACTION
S.T. Lim. M.D. Hasinoff and D.F. Measday
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THEORETICAL PHYSICS BRANCH

G.E. Lee-Whiting

4.1 Staff

4.2 Neutron Calculations for a Fusion Reactor Blanket

4.3 Neutron Diffraction in Mosaic Crystals

4.4 Dynamics of Liquid 3He

4.5 Penetration of Heavy Ions in Solids

4.6 Doubly Radiative Neutron Capture by 2H, 3He, 160 and 208Pb

4.7 Magnetic Moment of 209Bi

4.8 Diffusion of Hydrogen in a Stressed Cracked Medium

4.9 Magnetization of Saturated Prismatic Poles

4.10 A Linac Structure without Axial Symmetry

4.11 Reports, Publications and Lectures
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4.1 Staff

Branch Head: G.E. Lee-Whiting

M.
F.C.
S.A.
H.C.
V.F.
I.S.
K.B.

Harvey
Khanna
Kushneriuk
Lee
Sears
Towner
Winterbon

Summer Staff

Dr. J.B. Sanders (i;
O.M. Halustchak (2)

Secretarial Staff

M.E. Carey

(1) Visiting professor from FOM-Institute voor Atooirt-en
Molecuulfysica, Netherlands, May 3 - July 30, 1976.

(2) Student from Univ. of Manitoba, May 4, 1976.
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4.2 Neutron Calculations for a Fusion Reactor Blanket

S.A. Kushneriuk and P.Y. Wong (Math. & Computation Branch)

The neutron-cross-section processing code

SUPERTOG referred to in PR-P-109:4.2 (AECL-5508) has been

successfully adapted for use on the CDC 6600 computing

system. Preparations are now underway for two more bench-

mark-type neutronics calculations: the distribution of

neutrons and the reaction rates inside a predominantly

natural-uranium-metal medium with a 14 MeV neutron source

at its centre, and a similar calculation for a lithium
2 3 5medium. Measurements of certain reaction rates (e.g. "U,

2 3 9 P u , 2 3 8 U , 2 3 2Th fission rates, 2 3 8 U capture rate, etc.)

have been made in such systems by Weale et al. (Reac. Sc.

and Tech. 1_4_, p. 91, 1961) and Hiraoka et al. (Proc. of an

IAEA Workshop on Fusion Reactor Design, Culham, UK,

Jan., 1974, p.363).

4.3 Neutron Diffraction in Mosaic Crystals

V.F. Sears

The work described in the last three progress

reports has now been completed and is being prepared for

publication as three papers. In the first paper the theory

of neutron diffraction in mosaic crystals is discussed

within the kinematical regime with the help of the shapr--

transform method. Here we are primarily concerned with the

question of the Fraunhofer diffraction effects arising from

the finite sizes of the mosaic blocks and the conditions

under which these effects give a contribution to the width

of the rocking curve comparable with, or larger than, tha

contribution from the misorientation of the blocks. The

second paper is concerned with the effects of multiple Bragg
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reflection, diffuse scattering and absorption, which are

neglected in the kinematical theory. It is shown how all

these effects arise in a systematic solution of the neutron

transport equation. The third paper summarizes the calcu-

lations of neutron monochroraator properties which were

perfumed with the program REFLECT described in PR-P-109.

4.4 Dynamics of Liquid He

F.C. Khanna and H.R. Glyde (University of Ottawa)

The dynamical structure factor, S(O,w), has

been calculated for liquid He in the random-phase approxi-

mation. The particle-hole interaction is taken from the

Landau theory of Fermi liquids; it is assumed that the

parameters in Landau theory can be extended to larger Q

values by requiring that the f-sum rule be satisfied by the

total S(Q,u>) = S(Q,u) + S'(Q»u>), where S1 (Q,u) is the con-

tribution to the dynamical structure factor from all

sources other than single particle-hole. It is assumed

that S1 (Q,w) gives half the contribution to the f-sum rule

at = 1.5 A . This has the consequence that the Landau

parameters are explicitly Q-dependent, It is found that

at low temperatures (say 15 mK), a zero sound mode appears

for Q < 1.5 A ; at Q = 1.5 A~ it merges into the particle-

hole continuum and appears as a resonance. At higher tem-

peratures (say 0.63 K) only a resonance at the edge of the

particle-hole continuum appears.

Work is in progress on a microscopic model

for the particle-hole calculations. This should provide

us with a better description for large Q.
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4.5 Penetration of Heavy Ions in Solids

K.B. Winterbon

A report (AECL-5536) has been written to

describe programs for calculating moments of implanted-ion

range, damage, and ionization distributions. Copies of

the programs will be supplied on receipt of a magnetic tape.

A study of the dependence of these moments,

and of the underlying distributions, on the choice of

interatomic potential has been written up and submitted to

Radiation Effects.

These moment calculations and the various

other transport problems reported under this heading over

the past few years have all used the backward form of the

transport equations, in which the initial conditions (e.g.

implantation energy) are the variables. In these backward

equations it is difficult to formulate problems in which

the scattering material is spatially inhomogeneous - e.g.

half-space problems. In the forward form of the transport

equations, the variable is typically the energy at a final

time, with the initial energy as a parameter; spatial varia-

tion of the target material is more easily included. An

attempt is being made (J.B. Sanders is collaborating on this

phase of the work) to reproduce sone of the sinpler results

of the backward equation. The comparison is non-trivial.

In the process of making the comparison.an analytical solu-

tion of the path-length distribution (via the backward

equation) has been found in the form of two asymptotic series

valid for large and small path lengths respectively.
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O o I C O C\ O

4.6 Doubly Radiative Neutron Capture by H, He, 0 and Pb

H.C. Leo, F.C. Khanna, with M.A. Lone (Neutron and Solid State

Physics Branch) and A.B. McDonald (Nuclear Physics Branch)

Target nuclei have been selected for an

extension of the earlier (PR-P-109:3.14, 3.15, 4.7 - AECL-

5508) work on the doubly radiative capture of neutrons by

protons, - xH(n,ve) H. The most promising targets for

future measurements are H, He, O and Pb. Two criteria

were used in choosing a target nucleus: (i) that the

(n,,Y) cross section, o. , can be calculated with reas

accuracy; and (ii) that the (n,Y) cross section, a
iY'

 x S

small, so that the branching ratio o_. /o-.y has a high proba-

bilitv of being large. The o, ., for 2H, 3He,16O and 2 0 8Pb are
1 i

known to be 520, r'-60, 190 and 490 vib respectively (compared

to 332 mb for H). The calculated a for these targets

are 0.021, 1.2, 0.041 and 0.050 Mb respectively (with uncer-

tainties of 30%), corresponding to branching ratios of
4.0
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The g-factor (g = u/j, y = magnetic moment,
7 09

J = spin) of Bi, g = 0.915 ± 0.002, differs significantly

from the single-particle Schmidt value, g = 0.583, for two

reasons. Firstly, there is a large core-polarization correc-

tion arising from proton (h, , / 2 ^9/2) an<^ neutron (i.-.^,~ i,, ,„)

particle-hole excitations in the 2t^8Pb core. Using pertur-

bation theory summed to all orders in lp-lh and 2p-2h exci-

tations involving these h and i orbitals, we calculate a

correction g = 0.096. Secondly, there is a meson-exchange-
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current contribution, which Hyuga and Arima estimate at

g = 0.160. The sum of these contributions ismeson
g + g + g = 0.839, which is 0.076 short of experi-^sp ycp ^meson c

ment. In an attempt to explain this discrepancy we have

extended the core-polarization calculations to include

particle-hole excitations other than the h and i orbitals

so far considered. These excitations do not contribute in

first-order; in second-order their contribution is large,

Ag ^ -0.13, but of the wrong sign to resolve the discrepancy.

This result is not understood and is being further investigated.

4.8 Diffusion of Hydrogen in a Stressed Cracked Medium

G.E. Lee-Whiting

The computer program described earlier

(PR-P-108:4.10 - AECL-5315) has been used to produce data

for a set of curves of a mathematical function needed in

the calculation of the rate of diffusion of hydrogen toward

a hydride platelet at the head of a crack. A perturbation

approximation to this rate has been worked out as far as the

second order in the applied stress. A report on this work

has been written; it contains some discussion of an applica-

tion to the calculation of hydrogen-induced crack propaga-

tion velocities in Zr-2.5 wt% Nb.

4.9 Magnetization of Saturated Prismatic Poles

G.E. Lee-Whiting and B.E. Purcell (Math. & Computation Branch)

The subroutines discussed in PR-P-109:4.10 -

AECL-5508) have been incorporated in an iterative program

for calculating the magnetic field of a pair of prismatic

poles situated in a uniform external field. The magnitude

of the magnetization is assumed to be the saturation value;
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the iterations are intended to bring the direction of the

magnetization into line with the magnetic field at each

point in the poles. Self-consistency has been found to be

tolerable after two iterations, excellent after three.

The field lines in the poles and the distribution of field

strength in the plane of symmetry between them are both

little changed from the uniform - magnetization calculation.

The prospects for generalization to the three-dimensional

problem of the flutter poles in a super-conducting cyclo-

tron are still being examined.

4.10 A Linac Structure without Axial Symmetry

G.E. Lee-Whiting

The ZT for the radio-frequency linac struc-

ture described in PR-P-109:4.11 - AECL-5508) could be

improved if the tubes across the cavity were allowed to be

thicker at the middle than at the ends. Unfortunately,

the computational methods which simplified the cylindrical

problem are no longer applicable. To test the idea it has

been necessary to retreat to a simpler but intrinsically

less efficient structure - one in which each cell is bounded

externally by a right circular cylinder perpendicular to the

beam. The field within is expressed in terms of a series of

solutions singular on the axis; the shape of the tube may

be found by finding a surface orthogonal to the electric

field lines. The coefficients of the different solutions
2 2

are varied to maximize ZT . It has been found that ZT

increases steadily as the number of solutions in the series

increases, but the time needed for the calculation also

mounts rapidly. It is not yet certain that useful tube

shapes can be obtained in this way.
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4.11 Reports, Publications and Lectures

Publications

DOUBLY RADIATIVE np CAPTURE AMD THE ELECTRIC DIPOLE OPERATOR
H.C. Lee and F.C. Khanna
Phys. Letts. B 61_B (1976) 216

DYNAMIC SUSCEPTIBILITY OF FERMI LIQUIDS AT FINITE TEMPERATURE
F.C. Khanna dnd H.R. Glyde
Can. J. Phys. 5-4(1976)648

DISPERSION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS BY A FLUID FLOWING IN A PIPE
S.A. Kushncriuk and J.M. Blair
Nucl. Sc. & Eng. 60(1976)87.

INDEPENDENT PARTICLE DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTIVE MOTION
M. Harvey
Varenna "Enrico Fermi" Summer School, July 22 - Aug. 1/74
Academic Press, 1976

ON THE COMPATABILITY OF THE UNRESTRICTED DEFORMED HARTREE-FOCK
MODEL AND THE TRUNCATED SPHERICAL SHELL MODEL.
1. THE INTRINSIC FORCE
M. Harvey
Ann. Phys. 94_(1975)47

EQUIVALENCE OF DEFORMED HARTREE-FOCK AND THE RENORMALISED
SPHERICAL SHELL MODEL, I, II and III.
Proc. of the Int. Topical Conf. on Effective Interacrions and
Operators in Nuclei, (Vol. 1) University of Arizona, 1975.

Lectures

THE (El,El) MODE OF THE H(n,YY)D CROSS SECTION
H.C. Lee and F.C. Khanna
given at the American Physical Society, Washington, Apr. 26-29/76

SECONDARY EXTINCTION IN NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
V.F. Sears
given at the Conference on Neutron Scattering, Gatlinburg,
Tennessee, June 6-10/76

RENORMALISATION IN THE SPHERICAL SHELL MODEL FOR THE DEFORMATION
OF THE SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD
M. Harvey and I.S. Towner
given at the Int. Conf. on Selected Topics in Nuclear Structure,
Dubna, USSR, June 15-19/76;
also given at the University of Sussex, England, June 10/76.

BENCHMARK CALCULATIONS FOR A CYLINDRICAL "BLACK ROD"
by C.T. McDariel with contributions by D.F. Biron, P.T. Choong,
S.A. Kushneriuk, A. Leonard and S.K. Loyalka,
Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. 23(1976)212.
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5.1 Staff

Section I:

Branch Head

Systems

Head:
D. McPherson

Programmer/Analysts:
J.A. Edgecombe
L.D.J. Hansen
J.F. Steljes
C.J. Tanner

Programmer:
Mrs. E.A. Okazaki

System Librarian:
Mrs. M.D. Cowhey (1)
Mrs. K.M. Haddon (2)

Section II: Operations

Head:
G.N. Williams

Programmer/Analyst:
B.B. Ostrom

Programmer:
C D . Price

Operator Supervisor:
Mrs. V.L. Tomlinson

D. McPherson

Section III: Mathematical
Services and Applications

Head:
J.M. Blair

Mathematical Analysts:
G.H. Keech
W.N. Selander

Programmer/Analysts:
M.B. Carver
Mrs. L.E. Evans
P.Y. Wong

Computer
Miss M.
Mrs. L.
Miss M.
Mrs. C.
MisS* J.
Miss A,
Mrs. A.
Mrs. B.
Miss G.
Mrs. T.
Mrs. N.

Operators:
L. Carroll (3)
P.L. Cybulski
E. Edwards
M. Hepburn
A. Hilton (4)
M. Jardine
A. Laroche
H. Scott
P. Smith
Spear

M. Ward

Programmers:
K.R.
Miss
Miss
E.G.
Mrs.
B.V I
D.E.
D.G.
J.W.

Chaplin
P.A. Christie
V.J. Jones
Long
B.E. Purceli
Riff
Smith
Stewart
Wendorf

Secretarial Staff

(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

Mrs. K.F. Barnard
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(1) Transferred to Administration Division 21 June
1976.

(2) Transferred from Operations Section to Systems
Section 8 June 1976.

(3) Summer student from Carleton University; joined
branch 26 April 1976.

(4) Summer student from University of Waterloo; joined
branch 19 April 1976.

(5) Waterloo co-op student; joined branch 3 May 1976.
(6) Summer student from University of Waterloo; joined

branch 26 April 1976.
(7) Summer student from University of British Columbia;

joined branch 3 May 1976.
(8) Waterloo co-op student; terminated 28 April 1976.
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5.2 CDC 6600 System

(i) Plotting

(a) Plot Time Estimates

C.J. Tanner

The subroutine PLOT, and its interface to the

operating system, were modified to ensure that the plotting

time estimated by PLOT during execution is correctly used to

calculate a "priority" when the plot file is released to the

output queue. The priority is used in scheduling work for

the plotters, e.g. to ensure that all plotters are not tied

up concurrently with very long plots.

(b) Metric Plotting Capability

P. Christie and L.E. Evans

As a continuation of the work described in PR-P-

109, 5.2(i)(b)(3); AECL-5508, metric analogues are being

prepared for all the AELIB plotting routines. A new entry

point, permitting the use of metric dimensional quantities,

has been added to each routine. Any parameters interpreted

as inches by using the English, or main entry point, will be

interpreted as millimetres when using the metric entry.

(c) Review of Graphics Support by
the CRNL Computing Centre

G.N. Williams and J.W. Wendorf

A project was undertaken to:

- review current Computing Centre support for the display

(output) of graphical data.

- review current and anticipated requirements for input and

output of data files containing both graphical and non-

graphical information.

- propose a data structure capable of storing graphical and

non-graphical data.
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The status of the project is described in a report entitled

"Graphical Data Processing at the CRNL Computing Centre: A

Survey of User Requirements and Some Proposals Aimed at

Meeting these Needs".

( ii) Job Scheduling

L.D. Hansen

A change was made to the job scheduling system

such that the execution of jobs requesting an unspecified

amount of central processor or input/output time requires

operator initiation. This avoids having very long jobs

started when it is known that operation of trie system will

be interrupted before the job can be completed.

(iii) Job Accounting

E.A. Okazaki and N. Abush (Shielding and
Computation Branch, Power Projects)

A set of jobs, which included not only several

runs of a test program for which the ratio of central

processor execution time to input/output could be varied,

but also a sampling of actual production programs, was run

on both the CRNL system and CDC's CYBERNET system in order

to compare job costing formulae. The results indicate that,

due to differences in the operating systems, there is not a

simple correlation between computed costs; the ratio of

"costs" varied through an order of magnitude. The con-

clusion is that it is not practical to attempt to duplicate,

at CRNL, the "charge" that would be made by CYBERNET for a

specific job; a comparison can be made only of the total

cost of a wide sample of the actual job mix.
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(iv) FORTRAN Compiler

M.B. Carver and D.G. Stewart

A new version of CDC's FORTRAN Compiler, Version

4.5, was installed after an extended period of testing. The

transition was accomplished quite smoothly, and for the few

cases of real difficulty the earlier version 4.2 is still

available. Some problems are associaced with the optional

code optimizer of the compiler, unfortunately so since

improved execution times resulting from better optimization

provided main reason for the compiler update.

(v) AECL FORTRAN Subroutine LiLrary AELIB

(a) Installation 17 May 1976

L.E. Evans

On 17 May 1976, some new routines and new versions

of existing routines were installed in AELIB, CRNL's sub-

routine library for the CDC 6600. Temporary copies of all

necessary writeups were made available to users. The new

routines installed were:

(1) Calcomp Plotting Package

L.E. Evans

Documentation ar.d final testing of the package of

plotting routines written to simulate standard Calcomp

plotting capabilities was completed. This project was first

discussed in PR-P-101, 5.2 (i)(e); AECL-4773, and later in

PR-P-104, 5.2 (i) (e)(3); AECL-5032. The nine routines in

this package are PLOTI, PLT, WHERE, FACTOR, SYMBOL, NUMBER,

AXIS, LINE and SCALE.
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(2) Simplified Plotting Routine
with Logarithmic Capability

J.W. Wendorf and L.E. Evans

SIMPLT (see PR-P-107, 5.2 (i)(j)(2)); AECL-5256).

(3) Out of Core Linear Equation Solver

K.R. Chaplin

The routine OCSOLVE was written for AELIB to

facilitate the solution of large systems of equations. This

routine stores the coefficient matrix on disk and uses

Extended Core Storage to make the solution more efficient.

(b) AELIB Manual

L.E. Evans

Revision C to the manual "FORTRAN Library Routines

for the CDC 6600 Computer at CRNL", was prepared. This

revision, describes ail changes made to the library over the

past year and contains a new, more comprehensive intro-

duction and revised indices.

(c) AELIB Maintenance

B.E. Purcell and L.E. Evans

Library statistics described in PR-P-107, 5.2

(i)(j)(1); AECL-5256, have been incorporated into all

routines installed since 15 December 1975. As of 1 April,

usage statistics in the form of system dayfile messages are

being collected. Utility programs have been written to

process these messages to produce summary tables of routine

usage, to retrieve messages for particular routines and to

support a tape file record of all messages issued.
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Indices to all FORTRAN-callable routines, men-

tioned in (2), have been prepared and made available on

permanent file.

(vi) IMSL

{a) Installation of Updated Library

K. Chaplin and L.E. Evans

On 14 June 19 76, the system library IMSLIB was

updated to introduce code changes received from IMSL for 15

routines. Also two other routines (LEQT2C and DCADRE) were

reinstalled to correct optimization errors introduced by our

current compiler.

(b) Tests of IMSL Subroutines to Solve Systems
of Equations and Perform Matrix Eigenanalysis

J.M. Blair and B.E. Purcell

Test programs, using test matrices from R.T. Gregory

and D.L. Karney, "A Collection of Matrices for Testing

Compatational Algorithms, Wiley, 1969, have been written to

test the IMSL subroutines LEQT2C, which solves a system of

complex linear equations, EIGRF and EIGCC, which compute the

eigensystems of real and complex matrices respectively.

Both ill-conditioned and well-conditioned cases are included

in the tests. The results in every case agree with tl-'e

correct z lowers to the expected precision.

(vii) QUERY LPDATE Version 3

C.J. Tanner

QUERY riPDATE version 3 and DDL Version 2 were

obtained during this quarter and put onto permanent file for

testing purposes, QU Version 3 supports multiple indexed

files, and test to date indicate that irar-.y of the errors of

Version 2 ha'Te been corrected, particularly in the report-

writer section.
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5 . 3 CDC 3300 System

(i) Extensions to Drum Program

E.A. Okazaki

The system subroutines for transferring data to

and from drum, and for handling the allocation of drum

space, have been modified to support the second 861 Drum

Storage Unit, installation of which is expected shortly.

A drum diagnostic program, which can be used as a

quick test of suspected hardware malfunctions, has been

written and included in the system.

(ii) Communication System

J.F. Steljes and E.A. Okazaki

Revisions and improvements to the handling of

commands from both keyboard and cardreader/printer terminals

was undertaken, and considerable duplication of code was

removed by designing and implementing well-defined common

subroutines for use by both terminal sub-systems. A new

command for the cardreader/printer terminals provides for

the explicit selection of an output file to be transmitted

to the terminal, overriding the automatic selection by

priority; this command is useful when non-standard handling

of an output file is required at the terminal.

The command to divert an output file for pro-

cessing at the Central Site rather than the terminal of

origin has been generalized to permit diversion to any

terminal or delivery station.

Finally, a method for messages to be sent from the

3300 console to one, or all, keyboard terminals has been

constructed. The method uses an audible signal at the

terminal to indicate that a message is waiting to be
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sent; transmission does not take place until an acknow-

ledgement is given by the terminal operator, and the work

that may be in progress at the terminal, e.g. construction

of a plotted display, is not disrupted by a message.

(iii) Editor

J.F. Steljes

A number of changes and additions have been made

to the editing system, notably the provision of a COPY

command, which allows c portion of text to be duplicated at

another point in the file, and the removal of some incon-

sistencies amongst the basic editing commands. The mod-

ifications have been completed and tested, and will be

released when documentation changes are completed.

5 . 4 DECsystem-10

J.A. Edgecombe

(i; Monitor

The causes of several types of crashes were found

and eliminated. Investigation of remaining intermittent

failures is continuing.

(ii) Hardware Drivers

Programs for handling unique hardware were mod-

ified as follows:

Extended IOT: The amount of data required to be

-exchanged between the user program and the driver was

reduced.

Experimental data scanner: The maximum size

allowed foi each spectrum was increased to 16K words.

Display: The driver was expanded to handle the

display hardware currently being developed in Nuclear

Physics.
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; jii) System Backup

The normal daily dump of the disks was converted

to use the newly released BACKUP program. Minor modifica-

tions were made to BACKUP to minimize required operator

intervention.

(i v) Documentation

On-line documentation for the local library

routines was developed. Procedures for backing-up and

restoring disks, and for reloading the system and refreshing

the disks (complete reload), were documented.

5.5 Computer-aided Control System for the

Superconducting Cyclotron and MP Tandem

L.D. Hansen

See PR-P-110, 2.19, AECL-5546.

RSXll-D, an operating system for the PDP11, was

studied during a two-week course given at Maynard, Mass-

achusetts. This operating system provides the environment

needed to support the MUMTI intepreter system supplied by

the VICKSI project in Berlin.

Investigation into the establishment of a com-

munications link between the PDP11/34 and the CDC 3300/6600

at the Computing Centre was begun.

5 . 6 Wigner Solid

G.H. Keech and H.R. Glyde (University of Ottawa)

The work described in PR-P-109, 5.3, AECL-5508, on

the Wigner solid is continuing. Calculations with the self-

consistent harmonic model with cubic corrections are being

continued out to large r values (r ^ 2000) to study the

dependence of the mean square vibrational amplitude and

deviations from the Kohn sum rule.
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5.7 Storage and Analysis of
Pickering Pressure Tube Data

G.N. Williams, J.M. Blair and B.E. Purcell

A project to assist Metallurgical Engineering

Branch in the analysis of Pickering pressure tube data was

undertaken. Data from a variety of sources has been col-

lected, transcribed to computer-readable form, and a data

base amenable to interrogation by CDC's QUERY UPDATE utility

established.

The advantages of QUERY UPDATE for this appli-

cation are that data items can be referenced by name, some

tests can be applied to the data using directives built into

the QUERY UPDATE language, and data can be added to the data

base as it becomes available. Some difficulty was encounteu

in entering the data into the data base because of some

rather basic problems in the QUERY UPDATE input routines.

However, once the data base was established the retrieval

capability of QUERY UPDATE has worked very well.

A number of auxiliary programs to perform stat-

istical analysis of the data and to produce plots were

written as the need arose.

Data on 871 tubes has been entered in the data

base. Over 200 data values have been defined for each tube,

typical items being tube dimensions, whether the tube was

cracked or not, tube density, and chemical properties of the

ingot from which the tube was manufactured.

The Behrens-Fisher and Welch statistical tests

indicate significant differences between certain physical

and chemical properties of cracked and uncracked tubes.

Combinations of properties are now being sought which will

uniquely characterize the cracked tubes.
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"> . 3 N•.".•uLror. Caiculjtions for a Fusion Reactor Blank<?j-

S.A. Kushneriuk (Theoretical Physics Branch) and
P.Y. Wong

See PR-P-110; 4.2; AECL-5546.

5.9 Analysis of Acoustic Phenomena
in a System of Steam Mains

W.N, Selander and P.Y. Wong

A program has been written to compute standing

acoustic wave frequencies in a steam-filled system of

pipes, orifices and cavities representing the G-l primary

steam supply system. A number of subcases have also been

evaluated for purposes of checking, mode identification,

and determination of the sensitivity of results to system

parameters. Frequencies in each case were computed up to

approximately 6 Hz.

Comparison with measurements made by K. Serdula,

Reactor Physics Branch, show fairly good agreement, in-

cluding correct mode identification, for what appear to

be the two most important modes, viz. a symmetric mode

at %1.1 Hz and an antisymmetric mode at wl.5 Hz, although

the predicted frequencies are a few per cent higher.

A similar analysis of the G-l system with the

proposed modifications (steam generator lines for the

La Prade Heavy Water Plant) is in progress.

5.10 Integration

(i) FORSIM

M.B. Carver, J.M. Blair, W.N. Selander and
D.G. Stewart

Work has proceeded in consolidating the doc-

umentation of FORSIM, and incorporating the course notes

"Numerical Solution of Ordinary and Partial Differential

Equations Using FORSIM".
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The FORSIM code has been further improved fol-

lowing suggestions by participants in the January course.

This includes more extensive input data checking and diag-

nostics, clarification of the field length management mes-

sages, and an extension of the *CONS* input facility. Some

anomalies which were apparent to the user, but hitherto not

to the designer have also been removed.

(ii) The Hindmarsh/Gear Algorithm

(a) Sparse Matrix Options

M.B. Carver

Storage and time have been reduced, and accuracy

retained by eliminating the scaling of the sparse Jacobian.

The better accuracy obtainable by scaling is not utilized by

the Newton-Raphson iteration so a close approximation to the

Jacobian inverse is sufficient. Several obscure inter-

mittent errors associated with scaling have, therefore, also

been eliminated.

(b) Application to Reaction Kinetics

M.B. Carver with M. Milgram and K.B. Sly
(Applied Mathematics Branch)

The Hindmarsh/Gear algorithm has been investigated

as a possible improvement to the LATREP integration routine

ICARUS, an improved Runge Kutta algorithm. Some preliminary

problems associated with small absolute values of all vari-

ables were overcome (PR-P-109), and it was determined that

the sparse matrix option gave comparable execution time to

the Runge Kutta, but at a storage penalty. However, it was

discovered that the system Jacobian was only slightly non-

linear. The diagonal approximation of the Jacobian, there-

fore, is ideal for this case, as it retains the sophis-

ticated step size control without carrying a large matrix

manipulation overhead. This option completed the solution
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in approximately one third the CP time required by ICARUS.

An improvement to the diagonal algorithm suggested by

Hindmarsh was incorporated but did not. significantly affect

performance.

(c) Integration Over Discontinuities

M.B. Carver and S.R. MacEwan (Materials Science
Branch)

In solving the equations describing in reactor

creep transients, it is necessary to introduce extremely

severe steps and ramps in forcing functions, and these cause

problems with any error-controlled algorithm. Such dis-

continuities have been accommodated previously by allowing

the Hindmarsh/Gear algorithm to restart at the point of

discontinuity (PR-P-103), but this can be excessively time

consuming. A new strategy to h ndle severe discontinuities

without restarting has been incorporated in the algorithm

and has proved much more efficient.

(iii) Partial Differential Equations
Using Functional Approximation

M.B. Carver and D.G. Stewart

Routines for the evaluation of splines of any

order have been obtained from C. de Boor of Purdue Uni-

versity and are being tested. A package to solve a set of

rigidly defined parabolic PDE's by a cubic spline Galerkin

method has been obtained from W.D. Murphy of the Rockwell

international Science Centre. Comparisons have been run

with FORSIM for a case with non-linear boundary conditions.

To achieve the same accuracy as the Murphy routines, FORSIM

required approximately twice the CPU time. This method,

therefore, appears to warrant further investigation with a

view to application within a framework designed for

arbitrary equations.
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(iv) Quadrature

M.B. Carver and V.J. Jones

Recent experiences with the routines DUBLINT (PR-

P-106; 5.2 (i) (d) (3) ; AECL-5226) and GALA (PR-P-107; 5.2

(i)(j)(3); AECL-5257) indicated the need for reassessment of

the AELIB Quadrature section.

Existing AELIB routines and a number of other

available routines designed to evaluate definite integrals

have been extensively tested. These test results suggested

additions and modifications to the AELIB repertoire. All

routines have now been changed to proceed adaptively in an

attempt to give the user more control over the accuracy and

reliability.

In addition, the call parameters of these routines

have been standardized and identical common block storage

of statistics (error bounds, function evaluations, intervals

considered) has been added.

5-11 Strecu Analysis Programs

(i) MARC Stress Analysis Code

B.V. Riff and J.M. Blair

Complete statistics on the usage of MARC are not

available, since certain users load absolute versions of the

program rather than the file MARCPRE, which is monitored to

obtain the statistics. For the period April to June 1976,

MARCPRE was attached eight times per day on average.

In response to the errors noted in (PR-P-109; 5.7

(ii); AECL-5508),' the MARC Corporation has issued version

G.3 of the code which is reputed to solve 80% of the re-

ported errors. In addition, a method of circumventing an

error which arises when tying type 18 is used with element

number 4 has been communicated by MARC to H. Hatton, Applied

Mathematics Branch.
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Eight copies of Volumes IV and V of the MARC Users

Manual were received and issued to program users.

(ii) Stress Analysis of the Magnet Yoke of
the Heavy-ion Superconducting Cyclotron

J.M. Blair and B.V. Riff

A preliminary analysis of the magnet and yoke has

been carried out by Accelerator Physics Branch (PR-P-107;

h.3 2(ii); AECL-5256) under the assumption that the yoke is

axisymmetric. Since the yoke is octagonal, and not

circular, and since it is constructed in two halves which

are welded together, a three-dimensional analysis is being

undertaken to investigate the maximum stresses in the welded

region.

The MARC stress analysis code is being used to

analyse the yoke and shield of the cyclotron, with a uniform

pressure load on the yoke, and a weld depth of 4 inches.

The finite element mesh has been generated, and an elastic

stress analysis will be carried out.

5.12 Data Reduction Programs

(i) Analysis of Stress Relaxation Data

J.M. Blair and B.V. Riff

A method foj. ie numerical differentiation of

empirical data, based on a technique of M.J.D. Powell for

smoothing by cubic spline functions, has been tested, using

the subroutine VC03A from the Harwell Subroutine Library.

An error in the results was communicated to the subroutine

author, and a corrected version has been obtained.

A subroutine PSMTH, for local smoothing and

derivative calculation of data, has been obtained from R.E.

Huddleston, Sandia Labs, Livermore. These subroutines will

be tested and applied to stress relaxation data.
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(ii) MAC/RAN III

D.G. Stewart

Extensive corrections to MAC/RAN were received

from University Software Systems. Testing revealed the need

for further corrections, which have been made and a final

version released for use.

Local modifications made at the same time were:

(a) Central processor time and input/output time are

reported after each stage of execution.

(b) A recovery section has been added so that in the

event of an error such as "time limit", plots that

otherwise would be lost are transferred to the

output queue. Also an appropriate diagnostic mes-

sage is issued.

(iii) HEWAC

C D . Price

A procedure was established to edit and copy

magnetic tapes from the Glace Bay Heavy Water Data Logging

System (HEWAC). A decoding program was written to convert

the HEWAC 16-bit data into 6600 format and programs were

written to list and plot data. A data base of point-

identifier and point number with descriptions, scale factors

and engineering units was also constructed as a random

access "actual key" file with point-id and point-number as

alternate index fields. Many difficulties were encountered

during the copying of 24 HEWAC tapes, and procedures have

been suggested to improve the reliability of data transfer.

V
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5.13 Information Handling Programs

(i) INIS Data Base

G.N. Williams

An assessment of the basic requirements for

mounting the International Nuclear Indexing Syste"i (INIS)

data base on the CDC 6600 was completed for the Technical

Information Branch.

The findings are contained in a report entitled

"Mounting the INIS Data Base on the CRNL Computing Centre

Facility".

(ii) Equipment List for Special Projects

B.V. Riff

A multiple-index Indexed Sequential file to record

the equipment inventory for Special Projects Division has

been set up, along with a COBOL program which may be used to

create, modify, or list the file. For each piece of equip-

ment there is a record which contains the manufacturer,

person in charge of, AECL number or serial number,, purchase

order number, purchase requisition number, cost when pur-

chased and a description.

(iii) Central Personnel Records System

C.J. Tanner

Assistance was given to Administration, Head

Office, in establishing a company-wide personnel records

system based on the CRNL personnel records system that has

been in operation for about two years. The new system is

operating satisfactorily and users at each site are being

trained in its use.
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(iv) Leave Recording System

C.J. Tanner

The report produced by the system to record Daily

Attendance was revised. It is now similar to the report

produced by the manual leave system.

5.14 Miscellaneous Programs and Subroutines

(i) Angular Momentum Routines

G.H. Keech

The AELIB routines CLEBSCH, WCOEFF and XCOEF

calculate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, Racah's W-functions

and Wigner's 9j-symbols. When the library routines are

called, the routines check the argument list for illegal

values - if discovered, the value zero is returned and an

informative message printed.

M. Harvey (Theoretical Physics Branch) requested

an option for eliminating the message on failure of the

triangle condition for the angular momenta. Test versions

have been created, including as well a minor correction to

XCOEF.

(ii) L3M0DES

G.H. Keech

Modifications have been made to the spectrometer

control program L3MODES. Data input is now format free, a

feature especially suited for terminal users. The input

system has been simplified by permitting only two analysers

for all modes. Additional checks are made on the input data

for illegal values.

(iii) SPECROL

G.H. Keech

A new routine has been written to remove surpluc

blanks from character strings being processed for the paper

tape punch. Minor changes have been made in scan infor-

mation output.
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D.15 Operations

(i) Tape Library System

B.B. Ostrom, CD. Price and W.J. Irving
(Control Data Canada, Ltd.)

The Computing Centre has established a library of

magnetic tapes which may be borrowed as a preferred alter-

native to purchase of tapes by individuals or branches. The

objectives are (a) to simplify and to eliminate delays in

obtaining a tape - this can now be done by a special request

from within a job, (b) to reduce, or at least limit storage

space required by reducing the number of tapes left idle for

long periods, and (c) to eliminate errors caused by dirty or

damaged tapes by releasing through the library only tapes

that have been cleaned and tested.

The tape inventory data base was generalized,

existing tape inventory updating programs were modified, and

new programs were, written for accounting and auditing purposes,

(ii) FORTRAN User's Guide

J.M. Blair, M.B. Carver and L.E. Evans

CDC's FORTRAN Reference Manual has improved

markedly in quality over the years, but it is not suitable

for tutorial purposes. VIM, the users' group organization,

has urged CDC to produce a User's Guide, but CDC's response

has been merely an abbreviated reference manual. To fill

the gap, the notes from a course given at Power Projects in

1974, "Introduction to FORTRAN on the CRNL 6600 System", by

J.M Blair and M.B. Carver, are now being revised and

updated, and will be issued as an AECL report.
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(iii) Computer Use by Division

The following table is an analysis of the jobs

processed during the quarter.

Number of Jobs
Utilization

System Seconds

Commercial Products

Power Projects

WNRE

CRNL:

Computing Centre

Contracts

29

9814

2778

17396

281

Technical Information
& University Relations 978

Office for Vice -
President

Biology and Health
Physics

Chemistry & Materials

Physics

Electronics, Instru-
ment and Control

Advanced Projects &
Reactor Physics

Fuels & Materials

Administration

Medical

Finance

Operations

Maintenance &
Construction

General Services

Plant Design

Special Projects

Others

0

3652

2709

6902

396

11631

12093

845

434

1848

3422

1

181

848

2276

28

78552
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(2.
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(0.

(0.

(1.

(2.

(0.
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49%)

54%)

15%)

36%)

25%)

00%)

66%)

45%)

79%)

50%)

81%)

39%)

08%)

55%)

35%)

36%)

00%)

23%)

08%)

90%)

04%)

18

393646

218672

176651

3867

9078

0

118470

23512

302617

1075

274129

214396

4306

1106

25003

58532

1

1122

3813

36591

32

1866648,

. 77

.63

.89

.26

.81

.29

.00

.13

.95

.57

.03

.12

.78

.50

.51

.96

.44

.75

.51

.65

.45

.90

.90

(0.

(21.

(11.

(9.

(0.

(0.

(0.

(6.

(1.

(16.

(0.

(14.

(11.

(0.

(0.

(1.

(3.

(0.

(0.

(0.

(1.

(0.

.00%)
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34%)

14%)

00%)

06%)

20%)

96%)
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If. Publications, Reports and Lectures

Publications

A QUICK GUIDE TO CRNL'S COMPUTING CENTRE
Mathematics and Computation Branch
April 1976

COMPUTING CENTRE NEWSLETTER, Vol. 3, Nos. 4, 5 and 6
Edited by L.E. Evans

DISPERSION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS BY A FLUID FLOWING IN A
PIPE
S.A. Kushneriuk (Theoretical Physics Branch) and J.M. Blair
Nuclear Science and Engineering, Vol. 60, No. 1, p.87-105
May 1976.

Lectures

COBOL PROGRAMMING COURSE
C D . Price
Algonquin College of Applied Arts & Technology
CRNL, February to May 1976

HYDRODYNAMICS
M.B. Carver
Algonquin College of Applied Arts & Technology
CRNL, February to May 1976
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ACCELERATOR PHYSICS BRANCH

P.R. Tunnicliffe

6.1 Staff

6.2 Nuclear Power Applications

6.2.1 High Current Test Facility
6.2.2 Electron Test Accelerator
6.2.3 Fertile-to Fissile Conversion Experiments

at TRIUMF

6.3 Research Applications

6.3.1 Fast Intense Neutron Source
6.3.2 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

6.4 Mechanical Laboratory

6.4.1 High Current Test Facility
6.4.2 Electron Test Accelerator
6.4.3 Fast Intense Neutron Source
6.4.4 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron
6.4.5 Reactor Physics

6.5 Publications, Reports, Papers, Lectures and Patents
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6.1 Staff

BRANCH HEAD: P.R. Tunnicliffe

Professional Staff

C.B.
J.C.
B.G.
J.S.
L.W.
E.A.
J.D.
S.B.
C.R.
J.A.
R.M.
P.W.

J.
G.E.
L.D.
J.H.
H.R.
S.O.
M.R.

J.

Bigham
. Brown
Chidley
Fraser
Funk
Heighway
Hepburn
Hodge

J. Hoffmann
Hulbert
Hutcheon
James (1)
McKeown
McMichael
Molson (2)
Ormrod
Schneider
Schriber
Shubaly
Ungrin

Mechanical Laboratory

J.E.
R.J.
R.J.
N.I.
D.W.
J.F.

Anderchek
Bakewell
Kelly

G. Labrie
Warren
Weaver

Secretarial Staff

Technical Staff

B.J.
R.T.
L.F.
H.F.
M.R.
K.A.
L.E.
B.A.
K.J.
A.B.
J.C.
S.H.
P.J.
W.L.
C. J.
R.A.
A.E.

Ardiel
F. Bird
Birney
Campbell
Cox
Dobbs
Geoffrey
Gillies
Hohban
Hood
Jones
Kidner
Metivier
Michel
Moore (3)
Vokes
Weeden

Laboratory Services

J.H.
J.J.

Hewitt
Murphy

Summer Visitor

S.B. Harvey (4)

Summer Students

Mrs. M.A. Trecartin

P.J. Bailey (5)
G.S. Mitchard (6)
J.E. Mulvihill(7)
W.A. Robison (8)

(1) NRC Post Doctorate Fellow.
(2) Returned to Commercial Products, 10 May 197 6.
(3) Waterloo Student, arrived 19 April 1976.
(4) Summer Visitor from McMaster University, arrived

19 April 1976.
(5) Joined Branch 19 April 1976.
(6) Joined Branch 3 May 1976.
(7) Joined Branch 3 May 1976.
(8) Joined Branch 10 May 1976.
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6.2 Nuclear Power Applications

6.2.1 High Current Test Facility

B.G. Chidley

Assembly and testing of this 3 MeV 100% duty

factor proton linear accelerator to study problems in the

early sections of a linac suitable for a spallation neutron

factory continues.

a) Injector

J. Ungrin

The voltage tracking problem on the accelerating

column reported last quarter (PR-P-109, 6.2.1 a); AECL-5508)

has seriously hampered operation of the injector. Reducing

the potential across the damaged ceramic by a factor of

three improved reliability by a factor of greater than two

for beam currents < 15 mA. For higher beam intensities

which require larger ion source anode and extraction

apertures the reduction in potential has greatly complicated

the beam turn-on problem. The expansion of the low quality

beam produced during the turn-on transient is sufficient,

with the lower gradient, to allow the beam to strike down-

stream electrodes and to produce arc downs of the

accelerating column. Ion source power supply changes aimed

at reducing the length of the transient (typically ~ 1 second)

met with only partial success. A higher voltage arc power supply

is presently being installed to reduce the transient further.

A new vacuum chamber has been received for the

first 45 bending magnet and has been installed. This will

allow a resumption of the emittance measuring experiments

previously reported (PR-P-108, 6.2.1; AECL-5315).

Plans have begun for the construction of a

second accelerating column for the injector. A shutdown is

planned following the present series of emittance measure-

ments. The column will be dismantled and examined for spark
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damage. Information gained from this inspection will be

used in determining the choice of insulator and electrode

materials and geometries for the new column.

b) Ion Source Development

M.R. Shubaly

During the present quarter, source development has

been mainly devoted to the FINS problems (see Section 6.3.1);

however the results are also applicable to the High Current

Test Facility.

A new ceramic liner for the anode expansion cup

has been devised. This cone has a smaller internal angle

than the previous liner, and gives a double-peaked, rather

than triped-peaked momentum distribution (AECL-4338). The

normalized emittance for a 40 inA beam is reduced from 0.17

to 0.J.1 IT cm-mrad and the beam diameter is reduced. This

should reduce beam spill on the accelerating column.

A preliminary study of a high-gradient extractor

based on spherically convergent laminar flow has been done.

This geometry was very successful on a 6 mm source - beam

optics were good (normalized emittance 0.084 i\ cm-mrad at

17 mA) and operation was more stable and reliable than with

the previous extractor design. This geometry could not be

used with larger plasma apertures because of the limited

extractor voltage available. In this and subsequent experi-

ments, a stainless steel, rather than titanium, extractor

was used. There were no deleterious effects on the operation

of the source and beam-induced damage was reduced.

A study of the effect of changes in intermediate

electrode to anode geometry is underway. The anode design

used at present is more sensitive to intermediate electrode

shape than previous anodes and is especially sensitive to

erosion of the intermediate electrode canal. An inter-

mediate electrode with improved cooling has been designed

and fabricated, and is being tested.
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A redesigned source for FINS is being fabricated.

This design uses a more compact and lighter coil, a non-

Pierce extraction geometry for improved reliability and is

designed to reduce the transmission of X-ray and ultra-

violet radiation to the accelerating column ceramic insulators.

A duoPIGatron source has been fabricated, mostly

from old duoplasmatron parts, and will be tested.

New element? were fabricated and installed in the

GE ion pump. An oil diffusion pump has been ordered to

replace the GE pump to improve system pumpdown and to allow

operation at higher pressure. New power supplies for the

ion source arc and coil are being fabricated.

c) Alvarez Linac

B.G. Chidley, J.C. Brown and J. Ungrin

In preparation for triode amplifier operation, the

23 cm output transmission line and the high power dummy load

were rf power tested with the tetrode driver amplifier. The

centre conductors of two sections of the transmission line were

found to be short and the resulting poor connection limits

operation to intermediate power levels until repairs can be

made. A tetrode output of 70 kW at a plate efficiency of

63% was achieved.

Grid drive power was applied to the triode

amplifier up to the level required for an output of 4 00 kW.

The triode was run with low drive power and low plate voltage

for several periods with a corresponding low rf output, to

clean up residual internal gas. Rf leakage from the lower

grid cavity through the filament leads and from the plate

dc leads caused some interference problems with instrumenta-

tion and the grid bias power supply control circuits. These

are being corrected before proceeding to higher output levels.

Installation and alignment of the drift tubes

started during the period. Previous repairs to the brazed
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joints on the drift tubes were not entirely successful, a

numbnr of new leaks had developed. Various methods of

repair were investigated and vacuum potting of the space

between the quadrupole magnet and the outer shell with Dow

Corning F-13-523 Dielectric Gel, was chosen. After potting,

the drift tubes were installed and a coarse central hole

alignment was made before the tank was closed for leak

checking of the welds on the stem bellows joints. Vacuum
_2

levels of 10 Pa were reached with a turbomolecular pump.

Several bellows leaks were found and repaired.

The jigs and targets needed for the final drift

tube alignment have been fabricated and alignment work will

start soon.

6.2.2 Electron Test Accelerator

J.S. Fraser

This experimental 4 MeV 100% duty factor electron

accelerator is intended to study problems associated with

the main portion of a spallation neutron factory based on a

proton linear accelerator.

a) Accelerator Studies

J.S. Fraser, J. McKeown and G.E. McMichael

(i) Sputtering of Copper from Beam Apertures

The poisoning of dispenser cathodes reported

earlier (PR-P-106, 6.2.2 d); AECL-5226) is now attributed to

the sputtering of copper from beam apertures by negative ions

emitted by the cathode. O and Cl ions were observed by

Surplice (Brit. J. Appl. Phys. L2 (1960) 214 and _12 (1960)

22 0) to be emitted by dispenser cathodes. As stated by

Cherns. Minter and Nelson (Harwell Report AERE-R-7975),

sputtering by electrons can only be expected at energies

above 300 keV. Evidence for heavy particles at the gun

operating voltage of 80 kV has been found by magnetic
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deflection of the beam. A crude mass spectrometer is being

assembled to measure the mass spectrum of the particles.

(ii) Phase Disturbances

Variations in phase shift across the klystron from

thermal effects are expected to be caused mainly by variations

in body temperature and to be insensitive to collector temper-

ature even though less than 1% of the klystron power is dissi-

pated in the body. Experiments done by separating the cooling

water to the body and collector confirm this. The klystron

was run at a constant output power of 30 kW and the body

temperature varied using a combination of a 2.1 kW electric

heater and reduced rate of coolant flow through the tuners

and drift tubes. The phase shift changed with body outlet

water temperature by 4.5 / C at constant collector outlet

water temperature; by contrast, when both outlet temperatures

changed by the same amount, the phase shift changed by 2 / C.

Large fractional changes can occur in body power due to

fluctuations in output power, reactive changes in resonant

loads and fluctuations in electromagnet currents. The

experiment showed that these changes could produce large

phase changes yet considerable difficulty would be encountered

in practice if an attempt was made to control the resulting

relatively small temperature changes.

(iii) Beam-Induced Phase Tilt

Analysis of data taken during high beam current

experiments in the previous quarter shows that a phase tilt

develops as a consequence of the beam-cavity interaction.

The magnitude of the tilt is 0.0014°/mA per cell. The existence

of a finite beam-induced phase tilt will have to be taken

into account in a high-current proton linear accelerator.
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b) Beam Position Monitor Development

J. McKeown

First tests were done on the bimodal cavity which

has been machined from solid copper. The cavity will

operate at the third harmonic of the accelerator frequency

and will be excited in one of two orthogonal, degenerate

TM 1 1 Q modes by beam coupling to the electric fields.

Frequency measurements were made before machining the cavity

to the final inside diameter. Both modes were identified

at the correct orientations and the mode frequency was

exactly as expected. However the glass material of the mode

tuner windows was found to be extremely lossy and depressed

the cavity Q below tolerable limits. Thus, windows at the

mode electric field maxima would not be satisfactory and

bellows must be used.

c) Rf Power Sources

J. McKeown

The second VA-853M 100 kW klystron ordered was

delivered in May. This klystron had failed acceptance tests

last September and was returned to the manufacturer for

repair. It arrived in good condition and initial commissioning

tests progressed smoothly. After four days an output power

of 30 KW had been reached. Then for no apparent reason at

this power level its vacuum failed. It has been returned

to the manufacturer for evaluation.

One of the VA-853 75 kW klystrons has been

installed in the klystron test stand in Building 467. All

electrical and plumbing services have been made and the high

power rf load and measuring equipment have been installed.
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d) Model 3 Commissioning

J.S. Fraser, J. McKeown and G.E. McMichael

Commissioning of the Model 3 accelerator structure

and upgrading the instrumentation and control systems

continues.

Relocation of cables in the shielded tunnel and

their termination on the beamline and accelerating structures

is 95% completed.

Improved rf trip printed--ircuit boards have been

designed, assembled and are being installed.

A new control unit for the 100 kV gun power

supply has been commissioned. The required control stability

and precision of ± 25 V has been achieved.

Twelve water-cooled magnetic gap lenses of improved

design have been fabricated. Five iron-free beam steerers

are available for use in the injection line where the

residual magnetism of the iron-core steerers cannot be

tolerated.

e) Computer Data Acquisition and Control System

J.S. Fraser, G.E. McMichael and C.J. Moore

(i) General

During the past quarter the computer system has

operated without fault except for recurring problems with

the ASR-3 5 teletype. A Gould Model 5005 high speed printer

has been added to the system and has proved very useful for

program development.

(ii) Accelerator Control

The gun high voltage control program has been

revised to operate with the new gun power supply control

unit (see Section d) above).

A set of programs has been installed to check

analog signal levels and to activate service or logging

tasks if the selected parameters are outside specified limits
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and/or the values have changed by a specified amount since

the task was last activated.

(iii) System Software

The operating system has been revised to correct

several minor faults and to -dd a handler for the Gould

printer. Installation of Interdata's latest assembly "CAL"

as the default assembler in the system has been completed.

S. 2 . 3 Fertile-to-Fissile Conversion Experiments at TRIUMF

B.D. Pate, I.M. Thorson and F.M. Kiely (Simon Frasor

University) with J.S. Fraser

This work is intended to provide experimental

checks of neutron and fissile material production in

spallation targets for a neutron factory. The results are

being correlated with calculations being carried out at CRNL.

a) Equipment

(i) Irradiation Facility

The tank had sank ~ 1 mm, probably due to a

distortion of the rubber tires; it was brought back into

alignment by the installation of a metal track for the wheels.

A small hoist was installed above the tank to assist in

changing target cans.

(ii) Target Storage and Handling Facility

The storage facility was delivered to the site in

mid-March, and was installed in the beam line IVA tunnel.

Several minor modifications were required to make it

operational. The licence to irradiate uranium and thorium

targets has been received from the AECB.

(iii) Computer System

Several of the components of the Nova system were

delivered in late March. The programmers have begum working

on the data acquisition codes. There have been some delays

in the design and construction of the ADC system (and
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interfaces), primarily due to difficulties in conforming to

TRIUMF standards. Compliance with these standards is

necessary if one is to be assured of efficient service on

the units.

b) Experimental

Eight irradiations were performed during the current

reporting period. The details are listed in Table 6.3.2.1.

. j TRIUMF operations group has experienced some difficulty

in satisfying the spot size requirements but these problems

are expected to diminish with more operating experience.

Table 6.2.3.1

irradiation Details

Run # Target Incident
Energy(MeV)

Remarks

; 4 Pb cyl.
1 10.2 cm diam x 30.5 cm

500 No Cd covers

500 Cd covers - very j
poor focus, beam
pos'n high

6

7

8

9

10

II

II

II

"

Thorium
4.2 cm diam

7-cyl.,
x 30.5 cm

500

350

350

350

480

Cd

No

Cd

No

No

covers :

Cd covers ,

covers

Cd covers

Cd covers

.
! 11 480 Cd covers

One problem which is expected to remain is concerned with

extracting both beam line I and beam line IV at the same

energy but with greatly varying intensities. Since our

experiment on beam line IV requires much lower current than
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ordinarily required simultaneously in beam line I, it has

been agreed, for ease of extraction under these circumstances

(and also subsequent beam focusing), to change the maximum

energy from 500 to 480 MeV.

c) Results

(i) Monitors and Beam Quality

The nested cylinder targets require that the beam

be very accurately centred and that the spot size be small

enough to ensure that none of the beam will miss the central

cylinder. Before, and during, an irradiation, this is

checked using a multi-wire monitor chamber immediately up-

stream of the tank. With the wire spacing of 3 mm, it was

demonstrated that, within the sensitivity of the detector,

the beam was within a 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm area.

After irradiation, the integrated beam profile was

obtained from the aluminum monitor foil located just upstream

from the multi-wire chamber. The foil was cut into 1 cm

squares and the Na activity in each square was measured by

gross S-counting. A rough integration of the Gaussian

curves fitted to the data indicates that ~ 95% of the beam

falls within a 2.8 cm x 2.8 cm area, in good agreement with

the multi-wire chamber results.

(ii) Self-powered Detector

The response curve of the self-powered detector

for a typical irradiation does not show the exponential

decay corresponding to 52V (t±,2 =3.77 min) after the beam

is turned off because the response time of the detector and

the resistances in the summing circuit is long enough to

mask the vanadium half-life. To investigate any prompt

gamma effects, the summing circuit will have to be removed

and the currents measured directly. This will be explored

in future irradiations.
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The observed response curves were integrated to

obtain the relative neutron leakage rates. In combination

with the monitor foil data, one obtains a relative

neutron/incident proton ratio which can be compared to the

absolute ratio obtained from the gold foil measurements.

The results are listed in Table 6.2.3.2 and discussed below.

The normalizing factors listed in Table 6.2.3.2 are obtained

by dividing the n/p obtained from foil activation by the

relative n/p from the self-powered detector.

Table 6.2.3.2

Self-powered Detector (SPD) Results

Run #

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

SPD integral

(x 10"4)

1.091

0.711

0.750

1.142

2.345

1.168

3.184

n/p (relative)

(x 10'11)

2.96

5.00

3.78

1.64

1.71

1.51

2.34

normalizing factor

(x 10+11)

3.59

-
1

3.42

-

3.38

6.95

*
See discussion in text below.

(iii) Foil Activation Measurements

Both gold and copper foils were used to measure

the neutron leakage. As indicated in Table 6.2.3.1, the

foils were enclosed in cadmium boxes in some of the

irradiations to determine the resonance absorption correction.

This correction will, in general, be expected to vary with

the location of the foil in the water bath. Consequently,

a map of the correction factor over the entire detection
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region must be calculated. These calculations, in progress,

are expected to be completed in the next few weeks.

The foil data were processed in the manner out-

lined in the previous report (PR-P-109, AECL-5508) and the

results are listed in Table 6.2.3.3.

Table 6.2.3.3

Foil Activation Results

Run #

4

5

6

7

! 8

9

10

n / p

10.6

-

-

5.61

-

5.11

16.2

n/p !BNL)

8.51

-

-

4.98

-

4.98

16.40

n/p (Garvey)

8.36

-

-

-

-

-

-

d) Discussion

The foil activation data (Table 6.2.3.3) are in

reasonably good agreement with extrapolations from the

previous Brookhaven data and the calculations of Garvey.

The results obtained within the period covered by this

report were less than had been hoped, because of machine and

scheduling difficulties. Prospects are excellent, however,

for completing the neutron source strength measurements in

a few months, once the problems experienced with the

self-powered detector manifested by an output voltage under

no-beam conditions have been rectified.

A water leak into the detector system is suspected.

The results from run 10 are believed to ha\e been affected;

this measurement will be repeated.
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6. 3 Research Applications

6.3.1 Fast Intense Neutron Source (FINS)

J.D. Hepburn and B.G. Chidley

Discussions concerning high current dc ion sources

and accelerating columns were held (M.R. Shubaly and

J. Ungrin, private communication) with members of the

Thermonuclear Division of Oak Ridge National Laboratories

(ORNL). The ORNL group have operated a 350 mA, 600 kV dc H2

accelerator with high reliability (O.B. Morgan, G.G. Kelley

and R.C. Davis, Rev. Sci. Instr. 3_8_ (1967) 467). The

discussions confirmed our interpretation of the arc down

behaviour of the FINS accelerator and added some other

relevant criteria.

A new FINS column design is shown in Figure 6.3.1.1.

It differs radically from the original design (shown in

Figure 6.3.1.1, PR-P-108; AECL-5315) because of our recent

re-evaluation of column design criteria. Fabrication of the

new column assembly is expected by early August. The design

uses existing, straight sided ceramic rings; rings with a

convoluted inner surface will be ordered as a back-up - such

convolutions will provide a greater safety margin against

surface charge build-up and subsequent sparking.

Some voltage transient induced damage occurred in

the high voltage power supply during the last series of

sparkdown tests (PR-P-109, 6.3.1; AECL-5508). Wiring has

been modified, additional protection added and a new

extractor power supply is being ordered. These modifications

will improve the reliability of the accelerator.

Ion source development has continued as described

in Section 6.2.1 (b). At present the source operates stably,

efficiently and with good beam quality.
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Figure 6.3.1.1 Cross-sectional view of FINS Mk II accelerating column.
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6.3.2 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

J.H. Ormrod

Design and development on a superconducting

cyclotron f\ . a post-tandem accelerator continues. Delivery

of the superconductor has been further delayed and fulx-

scale model field mapping is now scheduled for the fall of

1977.

a) Building for Experiments

J.H. Ormrod

Construction of the extension to Bldg. 467 to house

the cyclotron model is progressing rapidly. The structural

steel that supports the 30 tonne overhead crane (as well as

the ceiling and walls) is essentially erected.

b) Code Development

E.A. Heighway

TRIUMF: The occurrence of v , v "holes" for some

ions has prompted writing of a constrained isochronization

routine that attempts to keep v and v inside acceptable
XT 2

bounds at the expense of some loss in isochronism. This

then becomes the difficult problem of minimization of a

non-linear function with non-linear constraints. At present

the routine has been successfully tested for a small matrix.

For the larger complete field matrix, convergence to a stable

solution does not always occur but changes in the weighting

of the constraints should improve this.

A routine has been added to TRIUMF to give the

integrated x and z transfer matrices as a function of turn

number. This will allow beam growth at v , v low points to

be examined without running the accelerated orbit code GOBLIN.
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c) Cryogenic Systems

J.A. Hulbert

The thermal conductivity of several samples of

superinsulation have been measured at liquid nitrogen

temperatures in the insulation test cryostat. Data is

collected over a period of about 48 hours using a data

acquisition system based on the HP9830 calculator. The

results obtained to date will be used to determine the

coding requirements for the cyclotron magnet cryostat

radiation shield.

The 100 W thermal load for liquefier tests has

been commissioned. The load is immersed in liquid helium

whose depth is gauged by a superconducting wire sensor. The

helium level may then be regulated by varying the load

current under the control of the HP9830 system. The response

parameters of the control loop are, within certain limits,

at the disposal of the 9830 programmer.

The liquefier liquid nitrogen line has been

repaired at the manufacturers and re-installed.

The liquefier has been operated seven times during

this period including two production runs totalling 800

litres. The other runs were for precooling and testing the

refrigeration load. Liquid is at present being utilized at

200-2 50 litres per week for measurements on the short sample

test facility. A problem of excessive boil-off of liquid

helium from the 1000 litre storage vo.ssel has re-occurred.

The reason for the high boil-olr appears to be the excitation

of thermo-acoustic oscillations in the vessel neck when all

three transfer tube glands are in use. This problem is being

investigated using a high-frequency pressure sensor.

Difficult tolerances on the centering of the

ferro-magnetic wall sections of the magnet cryostat led to a

revision of the iron distribution at the cyclotron midplane.
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The changes leave the cryostat completely non-magnetic once

again but with much smaller clearances within the cryostat.

Designs of the extraction channel and the radiation shield

have been carried through in greater detail than hitherto,

to include the midplane changes. Two particular cryogenic

details, the performance of superinsulation under load, and

the extraction channel bore cooling will be modelled and

tested in the insulation test cryostat.

A full literature survey on vapour-cooled super-

conducting magnet leads has been carried cut and the detailed

design of a 2500 ampere lead is in progress.

The main workshops are making a prototype 1500 £-s

cryopump and test chamber.

d) Magnet

(i) Orbit Dynamics

E.A. Heighway

The flutter pole shape has been changed to simplify

the cryostat wall construction. An acceptable pole has been

found by extending the outer pole-edge radially to 693 mm

and raising the skirt height from the midplane.

Low specific energy ions were found to be very

poorly focussed (v , v 'holes') for acceptable isochronism

and the coil current splitting has had to be changed.

Previously the two halves of the main coil could vary ± 10%

from their mean. Now each coil half may range 0 •* 100%

independent of its complementary half. Also it was found

that 13 trim rod pairs (in each sector) were needed for low

specific energies, the thirteenth rod being added at ~ 645 mm.

The v 'holes' no longer are found for 12 ions

bordering the cyclotron operating region. There still are

some ions with v 'holes' at low specific energies. It may

yet be possible to remove these remaining holes by suitably

optimizing the rod positions or by successfully performing a
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constrained isochronization. If this proves impossible the

cyclotron operating region may include marginal operation

for some low specific energy ions.

(ii) First Harmonic Fields from Midplane Holes in the Yoke

J.H. Ormrod

Holes in the yoke at the midplane for injection,

extraction and probes result in a large net first harmonic

component in the magnetic field. One additional midplane

hole can compensate for this first harmonic field. The

exact locations of the injection and extraction holes are not

yet fixed but calculations for the current geometry have

shown that the compensating hole 1) reduces the first

harmonic to an acceptable level (< 0.05 mT), 2) is an accept-

able size and 3) gives an acceptable total second harmonic

component.

(iii) Magnetization Measurements on Magnet Yoke Steel

H.R. Schneider

The apparatus shown schematically in Figure 6.3.2.2

has been set up to measure the magnetization curves of samples

of the magnet yoke steel. The samples used are right

cylinders 5 mm in diameter and 50 mm long. Two identical

pick-up coils with inside diameter just large enough to

accommodate the 5 mm samples are located symmetrically in

the magnetic field of a pair of coils of a large air core

magnet. The signal from the pick-up coils, connected series

opposing, is integrated and connected to the vertical input

of an oscilloscope. The horizontal input is derived from

the potential drop across a resistor in series with the

magnetizing coils. As the current in the magnetizing coils

is increased from zero a magnetization (M, H) curve is

traced by the oscilloscope beam. Differences in magnetization

(y M) between two samples can be measured to within 0.3 mT.
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Figure 6.3.2.2 Apparatus for measurement of
magnetization curves of yoke steel.

Measurements on four samples of the yoke steel show

variations of less than 15 mT over the range from zero to

saturation magnetization.

(iv) Yoke

Q.A. Walker (Civil & Mechanical Design Branch)

Steel samples from the yoke wall sections were cut

from the plates by arc gouging after magnetic and metallurgical

examination showed that this form of cutting was acceptable.

The samples are being magnetically tested as described in

the preceding section to determine the placing of the wall

plates in the yoke. Lifting brackets have been welded to

the plates but machining has not started, a delay of two

months on the original fabrication schedule due mainly to

fabrication shop priorities.
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Deep drilling techniques for the trim rod holes

are to be tested shortly. A 40 ram gun-drill has been

delivered to the shop and a 1 metre test steel billet is

available. For a'check on chip clearance a piece of low

carbon 'Arraco' iron is to be sent from CRNL.

Most of the yoke machining procedures and

tolerances have been discussed and agreed. The drawings

have been revised accordingly; in general tolerances have

been reduced.

(v) Pole Jacking System

Q.A. Walker (Civil & Mechanical Design Branch)

The items for the drive train have been received

and the remaining items to complete the system have been

ordered.

An 'acme' threaded screw has been chosen for the

main jacks to prevent run-back possible with ball screws.

The upper pole guides have been modified to reduce

storage room required. A cradle to support and allow

assembly of the upper pole has been detailed and estimated.

(vi) Trim Rods

Q.A. Walker (Civil & Mechanical Design Branch)

The tight space restrictions on the trim-rod

drive mechanisms are proving difficult to meet with standard

equipment. Extensive quotation requests for ac motor-gear

units have failed to produce a suitable unit. Air motors

are being considered and are out on quotation.

(vii) Superconducting Coils

H.R. Schneider

1) Superconductor

All of the multifilament superconducting insert

and the grooved copper strip necessary for the coils has now

been manufactured. Completion of the conductor fabrication
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is being delayed because the manufacturers' soldering line

is busy with the production of another order. The current

schedule calls for start of production of our conductor no

later than 12 July, 197C_

2) Coil Winding

Operation of the winding line has been tested by

winding a test pancake coil using a copper strip with the

same dimensions as the superconductor. Interturn insulation

is provided by a special ridged mylar tape, wound along with

the conductor.

A tension of 20.6 MPa was maintained in the con-

ductor during winding. This resulted in a tight winding

except for occasional places where small turn separations

occurred due to small kinks in the conductor. Tooling to

provide better tamping of the conductor during winding is

being designed to alleviate this problem.

Winding of the second pancake coil of the coil

pair has been delayed because the development work on the

fiberglass T-clamps is not yet complete.

3) Superconductor Short Sample Test Apparatus

The superconductor short sample test apparatus has

been assembled and tested. The superconducting transformer

works well and the use of indium in a cold pressure bond to

attach superconductor samples to the transformer results in

sufficiently low resistances to allow generation of over

7000 A in the secondary.

e) Accelerating Structure

C.B. Bigham

Detailing of the rf structure design continues.

Some of the control circuits tested earlier on the A/4

resonator are being reworked and extended.

The detailed drawings of the dees now include the

mounting lugs, access doors and "bumps" for the foil changer
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and extractor. The perturbations required to accommodate

the incoming and outgoing beam are also included. Two

"balancing" capacitors have been added to tune out rf field

asymmetries caused by these and cryopump perturbations. The

effects were checked in the 1/10 scale model. The liner

drawings must still be modified to include changes in the

pola and outer vacuum seal. The tuner drawings have been

updated once but still require detailing. Design of the

auxiliary vacuum housing has not been started.

The automatic frequency controller has been

improved using integrated limiting amplifiers of higher gain

to extend Lhe power level range of the phase comparator.

A motor drive was installed on the input coupling

capacitor of the A/4 resonator and an automatic controller

built for it. This controller uses the 180 phase shift

between forward and reverse power, when the capacitor tunes

through critical coupling, to obtain an error signal from a

phase comparator - this circuit ha?, not yet been tested at

high power.

A position indicating potentiometer was installed

on the main tuner of the A/4 resonator and will be used in a

circuit to set the tuner within the range of the AFC for

start up.

A set of 9 temperature monitors has been installed

on the A/4 resonator for testing at high power. The

temperature sensors are forward biased silicon diodes in a

switched bridge circuit for one-at-a-time read out of

temperature. An array of diode gates continuously monitors

for over-temperature at any point and actuates an alarm or

interlock circuit. If successful, similar monitors will be

used for about 60 points on the rf structure and cooling

circuits.
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f) Injection

Foil Changer

D.L. Beaulieu (Civil & Mechanical Design Branch)

Various vacuum lock designs are being examined to

allow foil magazines (see PR-P-108, AECL-5315) to be changed

without breaking the machine vacuum.

Magazine design is aimed at offering a choice

between two thicknesses of foil. A simple method of locating

and transferring these foils to the conveyor chain is being

sought.

g) Extraction

C.R.J. Hoffmann

A winding layout which is compatible with the

magnetic channel gradient winding geometry has been deter-

mined which gives a bias field uniform to ~ 1% across the

channel aperture.

Calculations are underway to establish the location

and arrangement of compensation windings to null the first

harmonic fields which the magnetic channel generates at the

radius where v = 1 .

The handling of the magnetic channel field data

in GOBLINEX has been revised to gain speed and accuracy. Now

the field and its radial and azimuthal first and second

derivatives are calculated in EXMAP and read into GOBLINEX.

The data includes contributions from both the bias and

gradient windings. These contributions can be independently

scaled to give channel fields for any desired gradient and

bias setting. The fields from compensation windings have

yet to be added.
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h) Internal Beam Probes

P.W. James

Detailed drawings of the probes described in the

last report (PR-P-109, AECL-5508) are now being made.

A second type of beam phase probe is being designed.

The device consists of a fast scintillator that intercepts

the internal ion beam. The light output of the scintillator

is monitored by a photomultiplier mounted outside the

cyclotron iron yoke. The time delay between the output of

the photomultiplier and a reference rf signal is then used

as a measure of the phase. The monitor is to be tested in

the external ion beam of the CRNL tandem.

Fixed current probes are to be located at the

exit of the electrostatic deflector and at the entrance of

the magnetic channel and a set of vertical slits are to be

placed at the entrance of the magnetic channel for centering

the ion beam. These monitors are being designed.

6.4 Mechanical Laboratory

J.E. Anderchek

The Mechanical Laboratory operates the machine

shop and furnaces in Bldg. 145 and carries out mechanical

construction, assembly, repairs and vacuum testing for the

Accelerator Physics Branch and the Reactor Physics Branch.

Total laboratory time breakdown in the quarter

was as follows:

Accelerator Physics Branch 96.4%

Reactor Physics Branch 3.6%

6.4.1 High Current Test Facility

A new design ion source intermediate electrode and

an extraction electrode were manufactured for the test stand.

Modifications were made to an ion source container and to an

anode. Two new filament holders and a plasma aperture plate

were made.
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Two copper heat sinks and component mounting

apparatus were fabricated for injector ion source power

supplies. A current collector plate was machined for a beam

profile monitor.

An O-ring seat grinding jig was fabricated for the

Alvarez tank. Two drift-tube alignment targets and a spacing

jig were manufactured together with a set of tank end

reference bars to help in the alignment of the drift tubes.

Components were manufactured for repairs to a

high voltage switch for the modular power supplies and hard-

ware was fabricated for mounting the 35 kV power supply in

the modular high voltage cage.

6.4.2 Electron Test Accelerator

Three water-cooled tapered apertures, a copper

magnet box and several special copper conflat to crumflat

gaskets were manufactured for the beam line.

A prototype potentiometer drive was made and

assembled for the klystron test stand and an aluminum

buncher model was manufactured for bead-pull measurements.

6.4.3 Fast Intense Neutron Source

New components manufactured for the FINS ion

source included an intermediate electrode, extraction

electrode, plasma aperture plate, coil bobbin and gas line

fittings. Several anode, intermediate electrode and source

can modifications were made. Other work included fabrication

of HV cable components, a target drum shield and modifications

to a column assembly jig.

6.4.4 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

Various components for the superconductor short

sample test apparatus were constructed. These included a

new top plate for the dewar and a superconducting transformer

mount-
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Tooling made for the winding line included a con-

ductor bender, drill jig for coil termination clamps and a

soldering tool for current lead attachment to the windings.

In support of development work on the magnet, a

test jig for the epoxy fibreglass radial clamps was made as

well as a prototype coil termination, clamp.

A method was perfected for soldering the spring

finger contacts on the sliding short and used to replace the

contacts on a spare high power A/4 resonator short. A motor

drive was built for the rf drive capacitor of the high power

A/4 resonator to allow automatic coupling adjustment.

Miscellaneous small components were manufactured

for the cryogenics, the threads on the trim rod drives were

modified, and two re-entrant coaxial resonators were made

for buncher model tests.

6.4.5 Reactor Physics

Counting Room

A special liquid nitrogen transfer unit was manu-

factured together with several hundred aluminum foils.

ZED-11 Reactor

A quantity of copper sector foils for in-reactor

experiments were fabricated and a special 0.510 foil punch

for "Hot Channel" experiments was manufactured.

6.5 Publications, Reports, Papers, Lectures and Patents

Papers

CONTROL OF PHASE DISTURBANCES IN A HIGH POWER 100% DUTY
FACTOR LINAC
J. McKeown, J.S. Fraser and G.E. McMichael
Paper presented at the 1976 CAP-APS-SMF Joint Congress,
Lavai University, Quebec, 14-17 June, 197 6.
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Lectures

ADVANCED USES OF RADIATION
S.O. Schriber and W.J. Cooke
Talk to Science Teachers' Seminar at CRNL, February 28, 197 6.

FUSION AS A FUTURE ENERGY SOURCE
C.R. Hoffmann
Lecture presented at Science Teachers' Seminar, CRNL,
February 28, 1976.

A POSSIBLE APPLICATION OF ACCELERATORS IN NUCLEAR POWER
GENERATION
J.S. Fraser
Colloquium given at WNRE, Pinawa, April 29, University of
Alberta, Edmonton, April 30 and TRIUMF, Vancouver, May 3,
1976.

THERAPEUTIC APPLICATION OF ACCELERATORS
S.O. Schriber and W.J. Cooke
Talk to CRNL Staff, May 6, 1976.

Patents

U.S. PATENT NO. 3,935,552
TWO REFERENCE CAVITY STRUCTURE FOR FREQUENCY TRACKING
R.M. Hutcheon
Issued January 27, 1976.

U.S. PATENT NO. 3,959,687
INTERCOUPLED LINEAR ACCELERATOR SECTIONS OPERATING IN THE
2IT/3 MODE
S.O. Schriber
Issued May 25, 1976.

CANADIAN PATENT NO. 990,404
A DOUBLE PASS LINEAR ACCELERATOR OPERATING IN A STANDING'
WAVE MODE
S.O. Schriber
Issued June 1, 1976.

U.S. PATENT NO. 3,967,225
A MAGNETIC BEAM DEFLECTOR SYSTEM
E.A. Heighway
Issued June 29, 1976.
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